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Blood Program Here
Entitles Members To
Nationwide Benefits
In a small Kentucky community a 17year old boy is injured in a car accident,
and rushed to the nearest hospital. There,
after checking his papers, hospital employed immediately give him a necessary
blood transfusion.
This is possible because a member of his
immediate family in Calloway County
donated a unit of blood at some time in the
last year. This thereby guarantees the
—family will receive blood Anywhere in the
- Tinted States through.a family program
now used at the Murray-Calloway County
_ Hospital, and called the Insurance Donor
Program.
The cost of transfusions is normally the
price of the blood, anywhere from $25 to
$75 per unit, plus additional processing
charges, from $9 to $20. But individuals
under the IDP receive blood for only the
processing fee.
"Many people say they would rather pay
for the blood than donate some. What they
don't seem to understand is you can't

transfuse money, only blood. And if we
don't have any to transfuse, all the money
in the world won't make any difference,"
said Diane Masters, the phlebotomist in
charge of keeping the blood bank stocked.
Blood costs are seldom paid by any
insurance policies, nor are processing
costs included in benefits. Even blood
donors must pay the processing fee.
''A community of this size should carry
its ,own blood needs, and we're doing a
fairly good job of it now," said Masters.
"Commerical blood, the kind donors are
paid for and which some hospitals pm-chase, we wouldn't want. Because donors
are paid, you have no idea what kind of
people they are, or what may be in their
blood," she added.
Because Calloway County could no
longer meet its Red Cross blood unit quota,
the local hospital decided to start the Insurance Donor Program, popular in other
communities, through which the county
has supplied its own blood needs for the

past five months.
The local Lions club purchased all
equipment necessary to sirst up the blooddonor-blood-bank program, including a
specially designed reclining chair and
storage facilities for keeping the blood at
the necessary five degrees centigrade.
Donors normally schedule half an hour
for the entire procedure, which ends with a
friendly handclasp from Masters and a__
glass of orange juice to replenish the fl
lost.
Once blood pressure, temperature and
other routine tests are taken, the donor's
arm is cleansed, gauze is applied to a
three-inch square, and without touching
the sterile area, Masters inserts a needle
connected to a clear, narrow plastic tube.
The donor clenches a small rubber ball
and blood flows through the tube downwards to a plastic bag which holds one
pint, or unit, of blood. The special bags
cost more than $5 each, and can only be
used once.
With a shelf-life of 21 days, the blood is
stored in the bag in the refrigerated blood
"bank" until it is needed. Because blood is
used in varying quantities from week to
week at the local hospital, Masters prefers
to keep at least 12 units, six of both 6+ and
A4-, the most common blood types, on the
shelf at all times.
Less common types, in order,are B4-,0A-, AB+, B- and AB-. Donors are informed of their blood type when they give
their blood.
"Half an hour a year can insure an individual that he and his 'immediate family
will be given blood when they need it, for a
year, and at only the processing cost,"
said Masters.

Cloudy and Cooler
AND I VOUJNTEERED? Neal Tanner watches as Diane Masters, the
phlebotomist in charge of keeping the blood hank stocked, inserts the needle into his arm. His donation of one unit of blood will insure his immediate family of
all the blood they will need in the coming year.

Israeli Security Guards
Watch As Jerusalem
Begins Observance
Christians and Jews were gathered in
the holy places of Jerusalem this weekend
for Easter and Passover. Israeli security
patrols guarded against violence after the
explosion of two bombs.
In Rome, Pope Paul VI called for the
remembrance of those still suffering
because of war and "political or civil conflicts."
Two small time-bombs wired to wristwatches exploded in Jerusalem Friday,
wounding 13 persons. One went off in a
crowded bus but the second one placed in a
shopping bag in Zion Square was spotted
and police cleared the street before it exploded.
Pope Paul, who reduced his Holy Week
schedule last year because of ill health,
carried a heavy wooden cross in the Good
Friday Way of the Cross procession on
Rome's Palatine Hill. The 77-year-old pontiff took up the cross for more than 20
minutes and appeared to move with ease
despite the chilly night air.
He then told a crowd of thousands
gathered near the Coliseum in Rome that
Christ's suffering on the cross could be
known by "all who, still today, are suffering because of conflicts of war or
because of political or civil conflicts."
At the Good Friday service in St. Peter's
Basilica in Vatican City, the Pope wore
simple red robes of mourning without the
pontifical ring or other gems. Some 10,000
persons attended the service, as the pontiff
knelt three times, prostrated himself and
kissed the cross.
The Way of the Cross procession in
Jerusalem Lailowed a tangle of alleyways
cutting through the old Arab city, with peddlers offering Wooden crucifixes, soft
drinks, post cards and even imitation
cowboy hats.
- -The- final station-was the Sepulchre, a
marble tomb under the high dome of the
Crusader Churchof the Holy Sepulchre.
"Here, Jesus is stripped of His garments
and offered gall to Drink," a Roman
Catholic priest told hundreds of pilgrims

standing around him. "He is nailed to the
cross and dies and His body is taken
down."
Police reported there were fewer people
in the Good Friday procession than last
year, but they declined to speculate if that
was because of the fear of terrorist attacks.
The Israeli Ministry for Tourism said
11,500 visitors arrived in the Holy Land for
the Easter and Passover celebrations
compared to 9,000 last year.

Mostly cloudy and turning cooler today
with a chance of a few lingering showers.
Temperature dropping into the 40s this afternoon. Decreasing cloudiness and cold
tonight, low in the 30s. Partly cloudy and
cool Sunday, high in the low 40s. Partly
cloudy and unseasonably cool Monday.
Winds northwesterly 10 to 20 miles per
hour today. Precipitation probability: 30
per cent today.
Partly cloudy and unseasonably cool
Monday. Mostly cloudy and warmer with a
chance of showers Tuesday and Wednesday. Highs in the 30s and 40s Mo,-,day,
warming to the 60s and 70s by Wednesday
Lows in the 20s and 30s Monday, warmink:
to the 40s by Wednesday.
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HOUSE DESTROYED—The Calloway County fire-Rescue Unit was called to an unoccupied house owned by Shermon
Borders, west of Almo at about 430 am. today. The house, which contained several pieces of furniture and other
belongings, was completely engulfed in flames when the squad arrived, but was threatening the Borders home, located
near the structure. Firemen stood by until the danger to the Borders home was over, and the burning structure was
leveled by the fire. Members of the Marshall County Rescue Squad also were at the scene this morning,
(Stall Photo by David Hill)

Western, Central State
Plagued By High Waters
By The Associated Press
Several Western and Central Kentucky
communities reported high water and warnings of more flooding were issued for a
Wie area today as heavy rain swept the
state.
Swollen streams sent water Friday into
sections of Wickliffe, Hopkinsville, and
Srnithland, and floodgates were up at
Paducah.
The National Weather Service said the
middle portion of the Green River and its
tributaries would probably reach or exceed flood stage today, affecting Munfordville and Brownsville.
The weather service issued flash flood
warnings just before midnight Friday for
all of the state west of a line from Falmouth in Northern Kentucky through
Lexington to Franklin, south of Bowling
Green.
A flash flood warning means flooding
has been reported and carries an advisory
for residents to be prepared to move to a
place of safety.
The rest of the state, east of the line,
remained in a lower state of alert, a flash
flood watch.
Both the warnings and the watch extended into the morning hours today after
almost continuous rainfall Friday and
Friday night reached more than five inches in some areas.
In a low-lying section of Wickliffe, the
rising Mississippi forced more than 20
families to leave their-homes, and Mayor
Thomas Jett said damage is expected lobe
-considerable."
The Woodmont subdivision in Hopkinsville, which lies in a saucer Like
depression, faced flashflooding from small
rainswollen streams in the area, but city
officials said emergency sandbagging and
ditching cut down the level of the water.

he new two-story
CONSTRUCTION TO BEGIN—Plans call for groundbreaking neid week
Peoples liank University Branch at 12th and Chestnut Streets.. Here, yst,tkers, from the Ted
Billington Con4ulting Engineers firm begin preliminary staking in preparation tor the beginning of
construction. William Boyd, bank president, said yesterday that he espeos ((instruction to take

The Little River in Hopkuisville flooded
in some areas, but did not threaten many
homes.
The hard rain overwhelmed a pumping
operation at Smithland on the Ohio River,
and water spread overa leveed section
nearly a mile long and about 1,000 feet
wide.
Seven homes and three businesses outside the dike had already been evacuated
and two families living inside the pro-

tected area moved furniture out of tneir
homes or to second stories.
Floodgates were in place at Paducah,
and authorities warned families to the
southeast, outside the floodwall, that
flooding was imminent early today.
On the Green River, Munfordville was
expected to record flood stage of 28 feet
and the river was expected to reach 19
feet, one foot over flood stage, early today
at Brownsville.

Ford To, Make Decision Today
WASHINGTON r AP — President Ford
will tell the nation tonight whether he
plans to sign or veto the $24.6-billion, taxcut bill.
The President has scheduled a nationwide television and radio address at 7:30
p.m. EDT in which Press Secretary Ron
Nessen said the President will discuss the
tax-cut measure and other, broader
economic matters.
Nessen said Ford is expected to speak
for 10 to 15 minutes.
An hour after the address, President and
Mrs. Ford will leave for a nine-day Easter
holiday in Palm Springs, Calif. The
working vacation will include four
business and speech-making side trips.
Ford has been conferring with his top
economic policy advisers for three days
about the controversial tax bill, which con-

thins the largest tax cut voted by Congress
in 30 years.
The President on Thursday asked the advisers to put their recommendations in
writing. A White House source said all had
been received by Friday afternoon and
"there was no consensus of opinion."
Nessen hinted Friday night that the
President still had not made up his mind
when he reported Ford "is deciding what
to do."
The President had urged Congress for
weeks to enact quickly a tax cut to fight the
recession. He recommended a $16-billion
cut, but the bill shaped by the Democratic
majorities in the House and Senate is
much larger.
Nessen said Ford told his advisers the
bill contained "some good things and some
(See Tax Cut, Page 121

about 40-42 weeks on the structure, which will include a community room,four drive-in sylndoWs,
and a large parking area Although the building will technically face Highway 641. it will actually
front both 12th Street and Chestnut with its design.
(Slat( Photos bv David Hill
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Luncheon And Card Party Held
By The Garden Department

By Abigail Van

Buren

It's no joke to be in love
with a rapist
DEAR ABBY: I am a 22-year-old, attractive and well-built
woman. I've never had any problem getting dates.
A strang thing happened to me last month one evening,
walking home from my job. I have a habit of cusaing
through a nearby back yard. One night, a young man
approached me and raped me! I debated that whole night
and the next day about going to the police. I decided against
it, because I had heard that it is a very humiliating
experience for the victim, and the police never seem to catch
the man anyway.
Well, the next night, the same thing happened! Abby. to
be honest, this was the best sexual experience I have ever
had. Well, this has become a habit to meet him just about
every night. Although we never talk, I think I am falling in
love.
He liasn't-ShOW-ri up for 'fOtir nights now and I am going
crazy. I'm afraid he's found somebody else. What should I
do?
HOPELESSLY -HOOKED
DEAR HOOKED' You and the rest of the boys at that
fraternity house la Palo Alta should consider creative
writing-elasses. And of all the situations to make jokes
about— rape is the least funny, to which thousands of
women can *meet.
DEAR ABBY: I have just finished consoling my very
heartbrokenlittle eight-year-old son who came home from
school today, very, very upset.
It seems that one of the boys in his class passed out
written invitations to his birthday party next Saturday, and
my son and three other children were not invited. (The other
41 children in the class were invited.)
My son told me that the children who had been invited
taunted those who were not invited.
Abby, there was no question of money involved
here—only lack of feelings. I wonder if that boy's mother
has any idea of how cruel this was?
I've always insisted that my children invite the whole
class when they have a large party, so that nobody is left
out. Am I wrong?
WISCONSIN MOM
DEAR MOM: No, you're right. It's terribly humiliating
for a youngster to be excluded from a party to which most of
his classmates have been invited. At party-giving time,
mothers should urge their children to be kind and generous,
and allow no child to be hurt by such a cruel omission.
DEAR ABBY: "Made My Plans- insists that she wants
to donate her body to medical science, and have the rest
cremated. Her daughter, on learning this, said: "No way,
Mother. I will not have you cut up and cremated!" And you,
Dear Abby, agreed that the mother's wishes should be
carried out —"as soon as she was."
I am in sympathy with the daughter. May I ask "Made
My Plans- if she has considered the fact that her daughter
is the one who has to continue living with the thought,
abhorrent to many, that her mother's body was mutilated,
then destroyed?
Someone very close to me has given up her wishes for
cremation because she knows how strongly I feel about it. I
think the mother is very selfish not to realize that her
daughter may endure mental suffering if she (the mother)
goes through with her plan.
ST. PETERSBURG, FLA.
DEAR ST. P.:"Made My Plans" had made provisions to
donate her eyes, kidneys i and any other usable parts of her
body) to give sight and possibly life to another. The
"mutilation you imagine is no more extensive than some
surgery which the living survive. It is because "Made My
Plans- has a genuine concern for the living that she made
the plans she did Her daughter should understand and
accept this.
You are entitled to your opinion, but I'm with -Made My
Plans." (P.S. I've made mine, too,I

The luncheon and card party
was given by the Garden
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club on Wednesday,
March 19, at the club house.
The guests enjoyed a
delicious lunch which was
furnished by diernbers of the
Department. The buffet table
was decorated with an
arrangement of spring flowers
and each individual table with a
small potted plant.
Following lunch, an afternoon
Mrs. Hors Ford was canasta winner and Mrs. Helen Nelson
of cards was enjoyed.
Department's
card
Garden
bridge
at
the
won first place at
Ladies winning prizes were:
Canasta; Mrs. Flora Ford, Mrs.
Party.
Elizabeth Holcomb, Mrs. Melba
Tolley, Mrs. Desiree Hascick
and Mrs. Jo McLemore.
Winners at Bridge were: Mrs.
Helen Nelson, Mrs. Lou Ann
Philpot, Mrs. Imogene Hughes,
Frances Drake
Mrs. Donna Keller, Mrs. Marie
Crisp, Mrs. Opal Hale, Mrs.
FOR SUNDAY,MARCH 30, 1975
Toni Hopson, Mrs. Clarice
Look in the section in which may involve some inconve- Sparkman, Mrs. Lucille Bonyour birthday comes and find nience, but you will be amply durant, Miss Frances Sexwhat your outlook is, according repaid. Late hours bring some ton, Mrs. Reba Overby, Mrs.
to the stars.
surprising news.
Joyce Thomas, Mrs. Juanita
ARIES
Hatcher, Mrs. Eddie Mae
CAPRICORN
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 164
Avoid tendencies toward
Day should prove stimulating
emotionalism, impatience with in many ways, many areas. One
no--opYou
have
obstacles.
ybdriliete
intereTsts
ponents so strong they can't be will now take on added imhandled with persuasiveness portance.
• -.and good will.
TAURUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
(Apr. 21 to May 21i
Don't be disappointed If a
Your Venus, fairly auspi- planned trip is called off. It
Satarilay, March 29
cious, now stimulates creativity could be for the best Evening
Hazel Alumni Banquet will be
and intuition You should have a social activities promise to be
at
the Murray Woman's Club
fulsome day if you don't fret lively.
House at seven p.m.
over imaginary obstacles.
PISCES
GEMINI
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
(May 22 to June 21)
Slave Day by Calloway High
You may be attracted to an
Avoid making hasty deciSpeech Team is scheduled.
sions. Look more closely into all individual who seems aloof,
call 753situations. There may be values indifferent. Making a gesture of Persons in need of work
friendship could prove to be an 5479 or 753-8141, days, or after
not seen at a cursory glance.
important move in changing the five p. to. 753-9459.
CANCER
situation.
1June 22 to July 23) SO
A stimulatiruz day! Stellar
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Will
aspects give new impetus to all
YOU BORN TODAY have Weatherford will be honored at
worthwhile undertakings. been endowed with a fine mind, an open
house for their golden
Especially favored: family unusual versatility and almost
wedding anniversary at the
interests, community projects, boundless ambition. On the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Verner
travel.
minus side, however, you are
Moody from five to nine p.m.
LEO
inclined to be selfish, overly
(4Z aggressive and intensely
July 24 to Aug. 23) 112
Easter Egg Hunt and party
Distant interests take the stubborn. Also, you put too
for children of Oaks Country
spotlight. You may now be able much value on material conto take a trip that was post- siderations in mapping out your Club will be held at the club at
poned or you may hear some goals. Try to curb these traits 10'30 a. to.
excellent news from afar.
since they only stand in the way
VIRGO
of your progress. And you have
Easter Egg Hunt for pre(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
so much going for you that it school through third grade
Your intuition at a peak. A would be a shame if you allowed children of members of the
good day for backing your such negative characteristics to Murray Country Club at ten a.
hunches with zestful, optimistic offset the value of your many m. at the club.
performance.
talents. So many fields are open
LIBRA
to you that you may have difSunday, March 30
t Sept. 24 to Oct. 231
ficulty in choosing but, once you
Mr. and Mrs. CA:inn Scott will
under
control
Keep emotions
have found your proper niche in have open house at their trailer
and do not make drastic or life, there are no limits to the home
on Murray Route Eight
needless changes on the spur of heights you can attain. You
from two to four p.m. in
the moment.
could succeed in business or the
celebration of their golden
SCORPIO
law—which may lead to
(Oct 24 to Nov. 22) MeV statesmanship; could also be an wedding anniversary.
Fine stellar influences spur outstanding actor, writer,
Monday, March 31
incentive, stimulate good musician or entertainer.
Alateen will meet at the AA
ideas—many of which will be Fashion design and interior
distinctly novel. Capitalize on decorating also appeal to you. Hall, 6th and Walnut, at seven
all during this good period.
Birthdate of: Paul Verlaine, p.m.
SAGITTARIUS
French poet; Vincent van Gogh
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
and Francisco Goya, worldAn unusual request deserves renowned painters; Warren the Mental Health Center at
your consideration. Fulfilling it Beatty, film star.
7:30 p.m.
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Sunshine
Health
Foods

Plus, Schiff, Bright-Dar
Natural Vitamins,
Stone-Ground Flour
Whole Grains
Cold-Pressed Oil, Protein Supplements

Damon Yogurt
6th Er Mein Streets

Pnoo• 153-5032
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Look in the section in which that won laurels for you in the
your birthday comes and find past. This will be a good day for
what your outlook is, according innovations.
to the stars.
SAGITTARIUS
ARIES
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 211 hjif t.
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) ark%
The spotlight is now on your
Don't give up on a pet project material interests. Indications
because it seems to lack luster. are that you will receive
Try a novel twist in approach— something of value — and in an
to restore Incentive and get entirely unexpected manner.
going again.
CAPRICORN
TAURUS
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
Apr. 21 to May 21)
Emphasis is on ACTION. You
Your judgment a bit cloudy can
now go ahead with plans
now, so make no major
conceived last week, expanding
decisions and above all, don't
your interests considerably.
launch any new undertakings.
AQUARIUS
GEMINI
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
May 22 to June 21
Where there's a difference of
Adjustments, revisions, quick
changes may be the order of the opinion in a job situation,
negotiate
rather than argue
day. Take all in stride. Distribute energies judiciously; Realize that you have the
don't argue where tact, finesse necessary backing and act
accordingly.
will win.
1.1
CANCER
PISCES
June 22 to July 23)
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) ‘
r
A good word from the right
Do not let a personal disappointment mar your overall source may enable you to gain
perspective. Continue to aim for the recognition you have been
high goals.
waiting for. Business and
LEO
financial matters highly
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
favored.
Your morale should get a
boost now. Some new light is
YOU BORN TODAY WT a
shed on old problems and you quick-thinking, enthusiastic
find more persons responding to individual, endowed with treyour efforts.
mendous vitality and initiative.
Aries is a Sign of both creativity
VIRGO
and practicality, so you can be
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
A new approach to a business equally adept in a business
matter advised. Look beyond enterprise or in an artistic
the immediate situation. career. You are gregarious,
Potential is greater than you outgoing in personality and a
born leadergand organizer. In
may imagine.
choosing a
LIBRA
many fields
44 are open to you, but your most
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Not a good day in, which to outstanding successes
would
-111Jrctil5te, taft—EltnE one In- -Prt/boblY
the
worlds
of
which to seek information
politics, literature, the
theater,
future
investments,
art
or
regarding
music. Birthdatc
of : Edward Fitzgerald, IranSCORPIO
slator of the Rubaiyat; Franz
(Oct. 24 to Nov, 22)
Stellar influences encourage Joseph'Haydn, German mom
more of the grit and ingenuity poser.

The Night Owl Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Donna Oakley, 1622W. Olive, at
seven p.m.

North School PTC
To Meet Tuesday

Sirs. Nelle Outland won the
door prize at the card party
held by the Garden Department of the Murray Woman's
club.

The North Elementary School
Parent-Teacher Club will meet
Tuesday, April 1, at seven p.m.
at the school, according to the
president, Mrs. Greta Gargus.
All parents and interested
persons are urged to attend and
to note the change from April 7
to April 1.

calk

The Murray
Ledger
Time.
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Tuesday, April 1
Elizabeth Newnarn, assistant
professor of voice at MSU, will
present a recital at 8:15 p. m. at
the Farrell Recital Hall,
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
seven p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Health Center at seven
p.m.
District 17, Unit 1, LPN5,
meet at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital at seven p.m.

Spring Creek Baptist Church
Mission Groups will meet at
seven p.m. at the church.
Flint Baptist Church Mission
Groups will meet at the church
at seven p.m.
Cherry Corner
Baptist
Church Women and BYW will
meet at the church at seven
p.m.
Murray Civic Music concert,
"Scenes From Great Operas,"
performed by the Louisville
Opera Association, will be at the
MSU Lovett Auditorium at 8.15
p.m.

Delta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 7:30
Kentucky No-Fault Insurance
p.m. at the club house with
Seminar will be at the MSU
Mesdames Joe Nell Rayburn,
Auditorium at nine a.m.
Charles Mercer, Stanford
Andrus, Misses Hazel Tarry,
Frances Sexton, and Ruth
Lassiter as hoste4ses.
Jessie Ludwick Circle of First
Presbyterian Church will meet
with Mrs. Leroy Cunningham at
1:30 p.m.

PERSONALS 42

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Jo/111We Roach of Murray
North Elementary School Route Four has been a patient
PTC will meet at seven pm, at at Western Baptist Hospital,
the school. Note change in date. Paducah,
First Baptist Church WM11
will meet at nine a.m, at the
church.
Dorothy Group of First
Baptist Church will meet with
Mrs. Homer Miller at ten a.m.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Patricia Richardson, 107
North 17th Street, Murray, was
discharged March 22 from
Community Hospital, Mayfield.

First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at ten
am, at the church with a luncheon to be served at noon.

Senior Art Exhibits of Cathy
Brettman, Memphis, Tenn.,
Margaret Herald, Murray, and
All-District Chorus Concert Larry Fink, Belleville, N. J.,
will be free and open to the will open at the Clara M. Eagle
public at Lovett Auditorium, Gallery, Fine Arts Center,
MSU, and run through April 9
MSU, at six p.m.

Tuesday, April 1
Group II of First Christian
Church CWF will meet at the
home of Mrs. W. J. Gibson at
two p.m. with Mrs. C. B. Fair as
cohostess and Mrs. Dan Hutson
giving the Program.

zwy

Library Exhibit for National
Library Week will he in the
Main Lobby and Hallway, MSU
Library, through April 20.
Wednesday, Aprila2
Nature's Palette Garden Club
is scheduled to meet at the Ellis
Community center at 1:30 p.m.

Use Your MASTER CHARGE Card

'7;c'nrci

SHOES

Bel-Air STIpping Center
Marray
MOn.-Fri. 104
Sat. 94
San. 14

Get to know us; you'll like us.

Big K
will be closed
all day

00

Dirty
Carpet?

Mrs. Freed Cotham (right) and Mrs. Lenvel Yates (left) were
chairmen for the luncheon and card party given by the garden Dept of the Murray Woman's Club, Mrs. Leonard
Vaughn (center)is Chairman of the Garden Dept.

Your Individual Horoscope

FOR MONDAY, MARCH 31, 1975
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
Hate to write letters? Send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
-How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a
long, self-addressed, stamped 120e1 envelope

Outland, Mrs. Juliet Wallis,
Mrs. Mary Virginial Hall, Mrs.
Nell Roach, Mrs. Mary Lou
Bell, Mrs_ Hazel Beale, Mrs.
Janie Housden, Mrs. Janet
Kirk, Mrs. Charlotte Whitnell
and Mrs. Bea Hutson.

12

Ft01,

Let Kirby Carpet Care professionally steam clean
your carpet.
Shag Specialists and Commercial Grade in Home
-.or Business

Kirby Carpet
500 Maple

753-0359

areer,

EasterSunday
Bel-Air Shopping Center
9-9 Mon. thru Sat.

Acres of Free Parking
Equal Opportunity Employer — Limit Rights Reserved

753 8777
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PONCHO
AND
PANTY
SET

oirciseyszt
(-114-ipt”'S

,'our choice of 14-oz. s,z,
of Secret Anti-Persprrant
oeodorant spray or 13-oz.
Secret deodorant spray.
Shop- B-WK and save"

Keep breath smelling fresh
with strong antiseptic action
i,sterine mouthwash.

BAYER
ASPIRIN

Reg. 1.33

STAYFREE r
MAXI-PADS

Choose Chic for all your diapering
Mefuldeal Charms save tone
for Mom and money for Dad. Buy
plenty now at Big K's Super Save
o,cc , m-r= nr7,-,to a package.

50's

-

30s

...Choose !rem many varialLons
of this tent style frock with
panties that wi44 keep your
little girl cool and happy. In
assorted pastels and darks,
prints and solids with contrasting binding. Sizes 1-4.

ReynoldsWrap

lçv

-'37• Reg.
1.88'
Get this great bargam ii
Stay-Free Maxi Pads. Sell
adhering, 30 now aec.,

Reg. 77C

REYNOLDS WRAP

Stop headache. pain., withtime tested, fast acting‘
14..
Bayer aspirin! Buy now and
save at tow Big K prices,

CHEESE BOARD
WOOD COASTER
SET, or METAL
NAPKIN HOLDER

WOMEN'S
TERRY SCUFF

STAY-FREE
MINI PADS
- 30's

save'

Assortment
Portable Mixes IL
Steam 8 Dry Irons

roo

Reg. 7.88
to 7.97

r•7,311

Limit 2

Soft tricot lined' upper has
a colorful trim and comfy
cushioned terrycloth innersole. Machine washable. Sizes 5-10.

Reg. 1.37

Reg. 94C Each
Your 'choice of attractive wrought 1(041 napkin holder, cork-lined
wooden coasters and
holder, or cheese board.

Get protection plus maximum comfort. Buy now and
save. •

1
by
CROSMAN

Beauty Wore

estesta

Decanter Pitcher
with Cover

or

While-They Last
POWERMASTER

Pyrex Baking Asst.
Storage Chest

Reg. 2.75

by Scovill
Set of 2 Small Storage Boxes
Under the Bed Storage Boxes
Decorator Design

8" Plastic

Assorted Colors

Washes & Refreshes
For Daily Year Round
Family Use
50 count

Reg 25' 10C ea

25C
Reg. 87' Limit 1

Smuckers

Grape Jelly

77

c

32-0Z.

Reg 99°

Del4cious Smuckets lellies to brighten your
breakfilt or add pima
to your peanut butter
sandwiches'

88'

Vinyl Rug
Runners
Apt. Designs
Asst. Colors

Extra Strength

Efferdent
Denture Cleanser

2/slw

Reg. 75' —

Limit 2
Reg. 66'
'
- 4N

8 Only To Sell

3 Pc Chip 8 Double Dip

Set
Crystal White - Avacado

Sale Price

Reg. 2 for 1.19

Limit 2
Only 60 to Sell

22-oz.
Limit 3

Reg. 1.44 Limit 1

White Rain
Scotch

Reg. 54'
Limit 2

China Foam
FOX PHOTO

Divider Platters
Platters
Bowls

Hair Tape
37c

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sun.
Equal Opportunity Employer

50'

dee

Garbage Cans
Reg.'4" $317

Save twice on 11 oz.
Shampoo & Conditioner
that cornea for 3
types of hair

Ideal for home
or
For Camping
Limit 1
Compare at $7 98

500

Reg 1 75 — 1 00

Brown or Black

Reg. sl"

Reg 99'

77

Rubber Tipped
Bob Pins

Revlon
Milk Plus 6'

Motts
Apple Sauce

KO/AFRICAN

Powermaster BB gun is
35" long, has rear sight
adiustable for windage,
and elevation, positive
cross-bolt safety and part:doe-type front sqpt.
Weighs OA lbs.

\i

lb. Box

20 Gal.

Jr

=RAMP

Reg.
28.88

Reg. 1.59 to 1.99

1/2

Bowls

BB REPEATER

Shop Big 11 and save on r great
American tradition-Pyrex cooking ware' Select horn a 2-pt.
it dish, 2-pt. square cake
dish, 2-pt. oblong baking dish,
and 1-pi. utility covered casserole.

hts Reserved

Semler Noe Calor Sets...es
KODACOLOR ROcc
UP TO 12 EXPOSURES

DEVELOPED
AND

PRINIED

Orrrli VIIPIPI'S A H'

Limit 2
Reg. 99'

753-8777
Limit RI

KOCIACOLOR SPECIAL
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Iv
Agree Or Not

Financial Men See
Bright Colors Ahead
NEW YORK ( AP) — In spring you want
to put the barren winter behind,you and
dream of the warm breezes breathing life
and color into the fields again.
Financial men sometimes are that way
too. While dutifully concerned about all the
red ink spilled about, and all the gray
statistics littered everywhere, they
manage to see the bright colors of the rainbow too.
Says Morgan Guaranty Trust: The
economy is still in the throes of a broadly
diffused decline. Big dips will be shown in
key indicators for the first quarter.
Unemployment, it is evident, will climb
still more.
That's the wintry look Now the perspective of spring:
"The first signs of the preconditions
necessary for a reinvigorated economy
later this year" are already sprouting in
the economic soil.
Tise_p_o_nthly„.economic
Morgan cites key preconditions to
recovery that are beginning to be met. —
I. The slowing of inflation, which it says
has two stems—it is helping to end the
erosion of workers' buying power, and it is
a physchological dividendas well.
2. The prospect of a tax reduction, which
would provide further strengthening of
consumer buying potential.
3. The working down, by $2 billion since
last October, of the total of installment
debt outstanding.

4. The decline in business inventories,
which in January had their sharpest drop
in 14 years. The bank's economists say
"the brunt of the inventory adjustment
may very well already have been experienced in terms of its impact on output
rates."
5. Increased availability and lower cost
of mortgage money, providing a basis for
recovery in the housing industry.
The news about housing, says Morgan,
"no longer is unrelievedly grim." Interest
rates on short-term securities have fallen,
leading investors to return funds to the
thrift institutions, which in turn can invest
in mortgages.
Not everyone shares the bank's view,
and it should be remembered that these
five little sprouts are courageously intruding into a larger perspective that is
really quite stark.
All over town you can find forecasts of
storm clouds.
Many people say interest rates will
begin rising again late this year because of
big corporate and government financing.
The National Association of Home
Builders foresees a delay in the housing
recovery.
Forecasts of a return of inflation in the
double-digit category by 1976 are not uncommon.
But there is hope. Spring is here, and
that colors even forecasts.

An AP News Analysis

South Vietnam Crisis
May Be Worst Ever
Americans today find South Vietnam's
politics grimly familiar, but this time the
crisis may be the worst since the confusion
began less than 12 years ago with the fall of
Ngo Dinh Diem.
The politicians now are grappling for
only a fraction of what the country was
when Diem fell, because the northern
Communists are gobbling territory in the
most determined offensive since peace
was supposed to have broken out two years
ago.
President Nguyen Van Thieu's regime is
South Vietnam's tenth since the end of 1963
and his eight years is an endurance record.
But the regime seems to be staggering now
and Thieu's former close ally poses a
threat to his rule:
It's always been like that and much of
this sounds like where the Americans
came in. Again there is a committee for
"national salvation," again a cry for
democracy and clean government, again
talk of a military coup, although one more
could prove the coup de grace for South
Vietnamese independence.
Again in the picture is the figure of
Nguyen Cao Ky, who made his entrance on
the political stage along with Thieu in an
early 1964 crisis. Before then both were obscure officers.
When the autocratic President Diem
was toppled and slain in November 1963 at
the height of wild political turmoil —
sparked in part by a Buddhist opposition —
an incoming junta headed by Lt. Gen.
Duong Van Minh (Big Minh ) promised
"democracy with discipline."
South Vietnam never got either. For
three years thereafter Saigon was a
bewildering merry-go-round of coups and
counter-coups.
Jan. 30, 1964— Big Minh was overthrown
by Gen. Nguyen Khanh.commander of the
4th Corps stationed in the Mekong Delta.
Khanh became chairman of a ruling
military committee pledged to frustrate
"neutralists" allegedly seeking to negotiate an end to the war. He promised elections in six months — depending on security conditions_
August, 1964 — Tumultuous Buddhist
demonstrations triggered a confused
crisis. Khanh resigned. For exactly four
days Nguyen Xuan °anti was acting
premier. Then Khanh returned with his
troops and took over again.
September, 1964 — While Khanh was in
Dalat, officers and troops from the
Mekong Delta occupied the premier's office and key Saigon installations. Khanh
broadcast a plea for support and at this
stage Ky, then an air commodore, and
Thieu, then a lieutenant-general, entered
the political picture. Their support helped
Khanh turn the tables once again.
October,1964 — The High National Council named Phan Khac Suu chief of state
and Tran Van Huong premier, and Khanh
resigned the premiership to become armed forces commander-in-chief. Buddhists, students and press chorused con-

demnation of the new arrangement.
Ruthless martial law was invoked against
new waves of rioting, but the turbulence
persisted past the turn of the year.
Jan., 1965 — Gen. Khanh's Armed Forces Council overthrew the government and
reinstated Khanh. A new government was
set up Feb. 16 with Phan Huy Quat as
premier. Three days later a new coup
erupted, but Khanh,Ky and others slipped
out of the coup leaders' grasp. Ky
threatened to bomb the Saigon airport
where, by then, 7,000 U.S. troops were
stationed. The Americans talked him out
of it. But Ky's parachute troops swooped
into Saigon and ousted the coup leaders.
All these developments were gradually
pushing both Ky and Thieu up the political
ladder.
May, 1965 — The Quat government
resigned under military pressure. Ky now
headed a three-man ruling junta, supported by a 10-man committee of generals
under Thieu. Ky formed the ninth cabinet
since the Diem days and became premier.
All this, too, was highly unpopular.
Despite ups and downs, wild anti-government and anti-American outbreaks and constant political turmoil, the
new arrangement lasted until after a new
constitution was promulgated. In 1967,
elections were held and more than 80 per
cent of the people under the Saigon
regime's control voted, defying Viet Cone
sabotage by terror.
Thieu emerged with the most votes and
became president. Ky' became vice
president. This combination lasted into
1971 and the waning months of Thieu's
term of office.
After Ky announced his candidacy for
the presidency in 1971, Thieu had Itirn disqualified. later he reinstated Ky, but the
vice president spurned the move. Thieu's
regime claimed he got well over 90 per
cent of the votes cast, a phenomenon that
caused some to suggest it had been an electoral farce.
For a while, Ky vanished from the
political scene. Now he has come back.
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VAN CURON

By S. C. Van Curon

BY S. C. AN CURON
FRANKFORT — For the first time in
history to my knowledge, a strong segment
of the coal industry will come to the len
General Assembly with a positive
program that embodies continuation of the
coal severance tax.
.
Heretofore, representatives of the coal
industry have come with a negative
program... "trying to keep the legislature
from doing something to them."
The Coal County Coalition, composed of
the 44 coal-producing counties in the state,
broadened its scope last week from being
comprised of county judges only to include
all county and school officials. The
reasoning was that the enlarged
organization would increase its clout.
Since increased coal prices have
produced more than double what was
estimated in the last biennial budget, on
the severance tax, county officials want
more of the tax returned to the county of
origin.
Presently, under the law that expires
June 30, 1976, the coal producing counties
will receive only half of the surplus over
the budget estimate, and how they spend it
is highly restricted under the law.
Any project the county wants to spend its
share of the severance tax on must be
approved by a legislative committee, and
the Finance Department handles the
payments, not the local fiscal courts.
Projects are limited to recreation or industrial site projects, or industry related
projects.
At a meeting of the Coal County
Coalition last week in Frankfort, the
county judges approved a legislative
program they will submit to the next
governor.
The proposed bill would include:
Continuation of the severance tax at four
per cent, but the tax would be levied on the
sales price and not value of the coal at
the mine.
$25 million would be returned to the coal
producing counties on a pro rata basis of
sales with no strings attached. Fiscal
Courts could use the money as they see fit.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The government's peanut subsidy program, which
has cost more than $600 million to help farmers the past 20 years, is going to force
taxpayers to shell out another $142 million
to dispose of surplus peanuts.
Under the plan, the Agriculture Department will use its stockpile of 388,000 tons of
surplus peanuts to make meal and oil. The
oil then will be donated to needy countries
through the Food for Peace program and
to domestic institutions including school
cafeterias.
The peanuts were acquired by the
Agriculture Department through its price
support program, which guarantees growers a minimum price regardless of how
much the peanuts are worth on the free
market.
Since more peanuts were produced last
year than the market could absorb, the
department's Commodity Credit Corp. has
custody of the surplus, which officials say
cost the government $142 million.
Since peanuts cannot be stored indefinitely like grain and cotton, they will
be crushed into meal and oil. The oil will be
donated and the meal will go to processors
at nominal costs in return for crushing the
nuts.
The government peanut stockpile
resulted from last year's huge crop of

Hy The esserioied Prrus

Today is Saturday, March 29, the 88th
day of 1975. There are 277 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
In 1867, the Act of Confederation was
passed by the British Parliament, creating
the Dominion of Canada.
On this dateIn 1632, French and English claims in
America were divided by the Treaty of St.
Germain.
In 1790, the 10th Afnerican president,
John Tyler, was born in Charles City County, Va.

corriers. 52 25 per month, payable In advance.
fly moil in Calloway County and to Benton. Nor.
dia.#44rfloirt•SedatdOtaliiiplinta' kith.
Paris, Buchanan arid Puryear, Tenn 512 50 per
yew. Sy moll to other destinations. S27-517per
year
Member of 4... semed Sr.,.. Aeolis" ks Pro..
Publuller.
ietia,on and s"rithern
9,0,o

;36 million would go to the secondary
and primary education fund.
development of
810
reregionalind
0rna
l cinust
w°
rIld
l parks.
The balance of the severance tax
collected by the state would go to the
state's general fund.
A severance tax credit to coal producers
is included in an amount equal to their
county franchise tax. This is estimated to
cost $14 million for fiscal 76-77, leaving the
state an estimated balance of $55 million
for the general fund.
The proposal estimates the tax yield will
be $140 million for 76-77, based on a price of
$25 per ton and a total production of 140
million tons.
The judges also adopted a resolution
opposing the purchase of Peabody Coal Co.
by the Tennessee Valley Authority.
They pointed out that TVA's purchase of
Peabody could cost the state more than V
million in severance taxes since the
federal government doesn't pay taxes..
The coalition also adopted a resolution to
raise a $100,000 fund to be used in lobbying
and support of legislative candidates who
approve of their program.
Rep. Hoover Dawahare, D-Whiteaburg,
who spearheaded the severance tax
sharing plan through the 1974 General
Assembly, told the judges he expects
representatives from the coal-producing
counties to stick together as a strong unit
to adopt the legislative proposal.
In private conversation, Dawahare said
he had been in contact with representatives from coal-producing counties who
are expected to return, commenting,
"We're going to put up a strong fight and
we expect to win."
He told the county judges at last week's
meeting, "The state isn't giving us
anything. We've been giving to them all
these years. Now, it's time the coal
producing counties get a share of the tax
wealth the counties produce."
Leslie County Judge C. Allen Muncy, in
proposing the resolution to raise the
$1e0,000 legislative fund, said, "It's
essential to be united and have proper
financing to push our program."

Peanut Subsidy To
Cost $142 Million

Today In History

The Murray Ledger & Times
Th« Sher,. Ledger & Time' If published every
. afternoon _except.Sundays, July 1, Chr is trnas
Day. New Ireer4 Day,easi..thanksgliting be_
Murray,
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Coal Industry Coming
With Positive Program

In 1847, American forces under General
Winfield Scott occupied Vera Cruz,
Mexico.
In 1943, during World War II, meat
rationing began in the United States,
In 1967, France launched its first nuclear
submarine.
In 1973, the last American troops left
South Vietnam, ending the direct military
role of the United States in the Vietnam
war.
Ten years ago: The U.S. Supreme Court
ruled that an employer could close his
business to avoid dealing with a union.
Five years ago: More than 1,000 persons
were killed by an earthquake in western
Turkey.
One year ago: The White House said it
would surrender all the materials subpoenaed by the special Watergate prosecutor, Leon Jeworski.
- - Teday's
ida
Entertainer i.,Pearl
-bailey is 57. Democratic Senator Eugene
McCarthy of Minnesota is 59.
Thought for today : Nothing fixes altOng
so intensely untie memory as theswish to
forget it - Montaigne, French essayist,
1561-1592

more than 1.8 million tons, a drop in world
prices and an Agriculture Department
policy against selling surplus peanuts at
prices less than it guaranteed growers.
For example, the department's peanut
price support last year to farmers was $366
per ton. The world market price now is
about $250 per ton, meaning the
Agriculture Department is finding no
takers for its price of $366 for each ton of
surplus peanuts.
The peanut stockpile built up because of
administration farm policy which
prohibits the sale of government-owned
peanuts at prices less than the pricesupport level.
Peanut grower organizations and some
members of Congress, particularly those
from the South where the crop is produced,
want the Agriculture Department to
resume its earlier practice of selling surplus peanuts at cut-rate prices to dispose
of the stockpile.
However, Kenneth E. Frick, head of the
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service, said that will not be
done and that the department will continue
its policy of trying to sell surplus peanuts
at 100 per cent of their price support cost
after the 1975 crop is harvested.
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10 Years
Miss Becky Moore, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Olin Moore, has been awarded a
scholarship for the study of music at
Murray State College by Sigma Alpha
Iota, national women's music fraternity.
Dr. Frank Kodman is serving as first
vice-preseident of the United Cerebral
Palsy of Kentucky.
Carolyn Garrison and David Crick have
been named Mr. and Miss Calloway
County High School for 1964-65.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lovins of Murray
Route Five will observe their golden
wedding anniversary on April 4.
Mrs. Mae Hinch and Mrs. Hugh Waldrop
have been vacationing at St. Petersburg,
Fla.

20 ears Ago
John Shroat was named as president of
the Murray Rescue Squad for their year.
W. 0. Spencer was- named vice-president
for the second year. James Johnson is
secretary-treasurer and Winifred Allison
is quartermaster.
Houston Herndon, age 62, died today at
his home.
Gerald D. Harmon is among the Seaman
Apprentices USN who reported aboard the
destroyer tender USS Frontier after
finishing training at the U. S. Naval
Training Center, San Diego, Calif.
Miss Janice Boyd Crawford and Alan W.
McAlister were married on March 26.
Attending the Kentucky Youth Assembly
at Frankfort from Murray are Linda
Tucker, Louise Jones, Beverly White,
Donna Tuck, Max Farris, Bob Overby,
Don Buxton, Bob Kik, Jenny Sue Stubblefield, Fidelia Austin, Patsy Moody,
Becky Huie, Charlotte Trevathap, Glen
Brewer, Mrs. A. B. Austin, and W. B.
Moser.

Bible 'Thought
And when Jesus had cried with a loud
voice, he said, Father, into thy hands 1
commend my spirit: and having said thus,
he gave up the ghost. Luke 23:46.
Even at the point of death, the Lord
Jesus trusted his loving heavenly Father
to care for him. What an example for each
of us'

•
30 Years Ago
Reported killed in action this week are
Sgt. Cody Campbell in Luzon, Pvt. Tommie W. Harris in Germany, and Joseph
Brown Wilson in Burman. S-Sgt. Charles
Sparks has been reported missing in action
in Italy.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Fannie
Hutson Farris, age 70, William Joseph
Shankle, and Joseph R. Gupton, age 93.
Enrolled at Murray State Teachers
College for the spring quarter which open
March 20 are 366 students.
Twenty-eight Calloway men, including
one transfer, will leave Murray April 3 for
induction into the military service.
Ed Dale Rigging, Hugh Fuqua, Gene
Thurmond, Ted Thompson, Alfred
Lassiter, John Sammons, Joe Hal Spann,
and Rob Smith received letters in
basketball for the season at Murray
Training School,
Prof. Price Doyle, head of the Fine Arts
Department, Murray State Teachers
College, has been appointed as one of the
three elective members of the national
executive board of Phi Mu Alpha honorary
music fraternity.

40 Years-Ago
The First Christian Church, Murray,
will observe its 77th birthday on April 3
with a special service at the church on
North Fifth Street.
Another outbreak of rabies is expected
again this year according to Dr. J. A.
Outland, County Health Officer.
Deaths reported are L. D. Brown, age 22,
Mrs. Teeler Todd, age 75, Mrs. Ben Turner, Parvin C. Miller, age 25, Thomas
Richard Boggess, age 81, Charles Eldon
Dunn,age 24, Donald Mack Allbritten, age
four days, Lytton Ellis, age 18, and Nath
White, age 77.
Calloway County Officers working with
Federal Men this past week made a raid
taking two stills, four gallons of whiskey,
and twenty barrels of mash in Calloway
County.
The Murray State College News will be
host for the annual meeting of the Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association
being held here today and tomorrow.
Births reported this week include a baby
boy, Larry Dale, to Mr. and Mrs. Martin
Young on March 3.
"A fifth of Kentucky is on relief rolls and
the other four-fifths are crying for relief
from taxation," from the column, -Just
Jots" by Joe Lovett.

Let's Stay Well

Annual Rectal
Examination Important
By F.J.L. Blasingame, M.D.
Examination of the rectum in
the course of a regular physical
checkup offers important information which cannot be obtained by any other procedure.
The rectum and the large intestine immediately above ISshaped or sigmoid colon! are
often the sites of disease which
may be symptomless in their
early stages
Rectal examination begins
with an inspection of the adjacent skin. It may be inflamed or
discolored. The anal region is
often the site of hemorrhoids
These consist of dilated veins
cevered with mucous
Fissures or painful tears in the
skin may be visualimsl and treated. Harmless tags of skin may
be noted also at the edge of the
anal orifice.
Examination with the gloved

BLASINGAME

finger inserted into the anus sup- wall to expand. A light on the in- troduced, allowing the bowel
plies information regarding the strtunent permits inspection of
Q. Mn, ES. wants to know if
strength of the sphincter muscles the wall of the lower colon and
diet, vitamins, or any special
and palpates growths if prtsent. rectum.
treatment will relieve or cure
in the lower few inches of the
Such examination and minor color
-blindness.
bowl. Small lesions may be treatment may be done in' a
A: Color-blindness is an inremoved or biopsied.
physician's office. Hospitalization herited condition
which conIf the bowel has been emptied and more radical treatment
tinues throughout life .and will
by enema,' a proctoscope, may be arranged if findings
not respond to any known treat
covered with a small amount of justify more complicated treatment.
clear jelly, can be introduted ment.
Q: Mr. S.E. inqures whether a
into the anal canal and graAbout two-thirds of all tumors
dually inserted to varying dis- of the colon and rectum occur in male may be a "carrier" of
tance up to about 10 inches,
the lower 10 inches .of Siw in- gonerrhea if_be is tree bf
With the patient turned on his testinal tract. Early, diagnosis svm ptorna
A: If a male has had gonorleft side and the head of the ex- and treatment of lesions in this
rhea or has been exposed tort, he
amining table lowered, this in- region improve results,
sertion of the p_roctoscope can be diSahility, and prevent suffering may be a carrier without'Tone gradualry auiing one -nr ----iind-deattifrom advanced can--tnrwrmicrarerur
irst few drops of urine or a
two minutes, without anesthesia. cers
smear is a procedure
The patient may experience disBecause lower bowel disease urethral
which may help to determine
comfort,such as wanting to defe- is more common it older perwhether a gonococcal infection
cate, but pain is minimal.
sons, those who are 40 years of exists. You should discuss this
During the proctuscopic ex- age and over should have an- matter with your physician if
amination, some air may he in- nual nroctoscopic examinations you have not already done so
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Save The MSU University School
Report of The University School Study Committee Submitted
To MSU President, IX
Constantine Curris, March 21, 1974.
4

—

,

A Study Committee composed of Dr. Donald
March 21, 1974. In submitting_the rekott
ctrairrttan Dr.' Jack Baker;"DT Jack — corninittee- said —171
'
his report Consists of a
Rose, Rex Thompson and Mrs. Lanette Thurman
presentation of what the committee feels is the
submitted a report "concerning the continuation
significant data that it was able to gather and its
of the MSU University Laboratory School on
conclusions and recommendations.

CONCLUSIONS
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1. -That the university school be continued in
order to provide significant experiences for the
16-17% of the graduates of this institution who
major in elementary education as well as
graduates in art, music, physical education, nursing, special education,and home economics.
2. That the university school become more
significant as a model school.in sueh areas as
providing field testing, demonstrating various
educational practices anc curricula,. maintaining exemplary programs, and furnishing
educational leadership. -3_ That administrative and programmatic
changes be made to facilitate increased research
at the laboratory school. For example: an advisory committee representing the total university community might be formed to determine
research policy and to encourage an increased
campus-wide involvement in action research.
4. That a thorough study be made of the administration and programs of the university

The opinion of a large majority of those with
whom the committee has communicated is that
the laboratory should be retained as part of
Murray State university to accommodate
primarily the university students enrolled in
teacher education programs in elementary

school aS it is now operated with a view toward
cost reduction without adverse effect on the
quality of educational expefriences.
5. That the cost to the university for operation
of the university school be reduced. Possibilities
for reduction or recovery of cost would include:
a. increage the tuition for pupils enrolled
in the university school
b. a fee charged university- students
taking courses involved significantamonnts of observation and participation.
c. increase the number of pupils
enrolled in the university school
-increase the number of student
teachers assigned to the university school - 6. That the possibility of contracting for the
operation of a laboratory school in our existing
facility with the city and-or county schools be
studied and further, that the possibility of
receiving direct state aid under the Minimum
Foundation Program be investigated.

education as well as those in art, music, physical
education and kindergarten education. The
potential for further use in experimentation and
research for other departments such as special
education, speech, hearing, and science should
be considered.

Supporting Data

Nurray,
April 3
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RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Programmatic contributions to the pre- tuition charges; observation and participation
student teaching phase of the elementary fees attached to certain university courses; and
education program and other phases of teacher
re-organization of the laboratory school
education as outlined in the body of the report
program, which might enable utilization of adstrongly support continuation of the laboratory
ditional student teachers, reduction of certain
school in order to maintain a high quality
staff positions, and an increase in the number of
teacher education program within the univerpupils enrolled, without substantially affecting
sity.
the quality of laboratory experiences received
by university students.
2. Evidence available to the committee at
thiS time does not permit a sound conclusion that
5. Based on the standards of NCATE, a
a significant savings would be effected if public
review of current literature concerning
schools could provide substitute experiences for
those now being furnished by the laboratory_ laboratory schools, opinions of professional
educators in other universities that have school.
• 3. Based on physical facilities, namely class- eliminated laboratory schools, faculty, students,----size observation booths, the proximity of the and the parents of university school pupils, there -7
laboratory school to university students, and is strong support for continuing the labOratory_._
university control of the educational program, experiences provided in a university-controlled
the committee concludes that the same quality school.
and types of experiences could not be provided
6. The closing of the university school would
by public schools.
eliminate the possibility of the university
4. The ctnunittee concludes that the cost to providing a model school for this region and
the university of operating the laboratory school would seriously curtail the potential for research
could be significantly reduced through increased in a laboratory school.

Fannie
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ge 93.
achers
h open

Auding
•il 3 for

__

UNIVERSITY FACULTY - As a whole, Murray
State University faculty members have strongly
supported retaining the laboratory school. They
have expressed their opinions orally in an open
hearing and to committee members; they have
sent written opinions to the committee with
copies to Dr. Curris. A few faculty members indicated that . . . in order to better serve the
region, the laboratory school should be
broadened in scope. The few who have advocated
closing the school have given no data supporting
their views unless it related to financial savings
to the university.

UNIVERSITY STUDENTS - Student opinion was
encouraged through a survey and by attendance
at an open hearing. The survey ... indicated that
a majority felt that observation and participation in the laboratory school were helpful in
providing a better understanding of concepts
presented in the university classroom as those
concepts are related to children and the teaching
process. Of 125 surveyed, 93 per cent found observations and 90 per cent found participation
helpful; six per cent found observations and
seven per cent found participation of little or no
value. Two per cent were undecided in each
case.
Approximately 50 of the 125 students surveyed
wrote additional comments on the paper. Of the
50, more than 90 per cent gave favorable comments indicating that the laboratory
school provided a unique opportunity to prepare
for teaching through direct participation with
children, observation of good teachers, putting
into use what is learned in the classroom and
enhancing the training program in other ways.

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION FACULTY - Members
of the Elementary Education'Faculty met with
the committee and iftsisted that "University
School is an indispensable laboratory for
preparation of elementary teachers." They feel
that it provides unique experiences absolutely
essential to the training of quality teachers. The
faculty believes that the graduates who leave
Murray State University to teach all over the
world are better prepared than those from most
universities because of the program. Further,
they believe that the first-hand experience
gained at University School is basic to the
quality program which is responsible for Murray
State's reputation for excellence in training
elementary classroom teachers.

UNIVERSITY SCHOOL FACULTY - There seems to
be an open channel of communication and a close
connection between the faculties of the Elementary Education Department and the laboratory
school. It follows that the needs as designed and
discussed by the elementary faculty are similar
to and identical with the services and opportunities provided through the University
School. The blending of philosophies became apparent to the committee.

EXCERPT FROM NCATE - The campus University School (grades k-6 is an excellent facility
that adds real strength to the teacher education
program,as a laboratory and observation center for pre-student teaching experiences.
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COMMENTS FROM EDUCATORS AT UNIVERSITIES THAT HAVE ELIMINATED LABORATORY SCHOOLS
Dr. James Moore, Dept. of Elementary Education,
University of Kentucky: "Without reservation, the
laboratory school is missed by the faculty in the
Department of Elementary Education."
"Our program has suffered in that we have
lost the reality of having children in the learning
environment."
"We now contract our observationparticipation experiences with Fayette County
system. The paperwork of placement takes
about half a semester. This method is unsatisfactory.
"If you were starting from scratch building an
'elementary education major program, it would
be centered around a laboratory school."

Dr. Jim Walden, Dept. of Elementary Education, Indiana University:
"The observation phase of our program has
been cut back greatly since we did away with our
laboratory school:
"With transportation costs, faculty costs, and
with what we must pay the city system, our
before-after laboratory school expenses are
nearly the same. The cost of alternatives will be
close to the cost of the school.
Dr. Kevin Swick, Dept. of Elementary Education,
Southern Illinois University:
"Introductory observations have been practically eliminated because of numbers."

The analysis of relevant literature indicat
several areas of, concern. The three most
dominant concerns included the need:
1. for model schools and exemplary
programs and the subsequent dissemination;
2. to provide pre-service experiences to undergraduate teacher education candidates;
3. for more research and experimentation.
Although the recommendations were
somewhat varied, they essentially suggested
either providing for such needs through university-operated laboratory schools or through the
public schools. It seemed that a majority favored
the laboratory school approach when feasible.

Concerned Citizens Should Express Support for University School to the news media,
the MSU Board of Regents and MSU President Constantine Curris By April 3, 1975.
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Save The UniverstAd " m
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By Butch Greer

WARD-ELKINS
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I/ Negif Brooks Jr
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1203 Chestnut
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•
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The monthly exercise of the
Twin Lakes Four Wheelers
occurred this past Sunday.
Seventeen rigs ranging from the
6 000 pound Chevrolet 34-ton
four-wheel-drive truck all the
way to a 1950 2,000 pound Jeep
made the trip. One of the
elements that occasionally
confronts a four wheeler was
very much in evidence—MUD.
Now mud is not exactly a
stranger to mankind, having
been present in this great land
ever since the wheel first rolled.
Mud was the arch enemy of the
hardy pioneers as they
struggled to cross this Nast
land. Wagon trains were almost
halted by it, horses and oxen
were exhausted by it, and even
man soon learned to dislike

or ''fourwheeler" who actually
enjoys driving in mud. Roads
are a bore and are really only
for those fragile tin chariots
that cannot truly "tough" it
anymore.
Mankind has once again
proved itself to be the amusing
creature that it truly is. When
you improve everything to the
point that it is no longer
challenging then you have
destroyed the zest for living.
Happiness is partly the product
of successfully meeting the
challenge.
WITNESS the fourwheeler.
As the group journeyed to the
site of the afternoon run a light
rain was falling but this didn't
dampen the enthusiasm one bit.
Four wheel drive was engaged

Guns
Remington-Browning
Winchester

The First District Federation
of the League of Kentucky
Sportsmen recently met at
Camp Curry near Benton,
Kentucky for the first of its
biannual meetings.
Following a chili supper, Bob
Cooper, president, called the
meeting to order and introduced
several county judges and
county attorneys of the first
district who were all special
guests for the evening. Among
those were Lincoln Bradley,
Judge protern, Graves Co.;
Judge Ronald Owens, Carlisle
Co.;, and Judge Floyd Hooks;
Livingston Co. Also in attendance was the honorable
Robert 0. Miller, judge,
Calloway County and featured
speaker for the evening.
Other guests included Arnold
Mitchell, Commissioner,
Kentucky Fish & Wildlife
Resources; Roy Haddix,
President, League of Kentucky
Sportsmen; Clyde Hubbard,
Secretary-Treasurer, League of
Kentucky Sportsmen; Arthur
Curtis, Director, First District
Federation, LKS; and Bill
Smith, League Representative
to the National Wildlife
Federation.
Judge Miller spoke about
democracy and how the youth of
our country should not be
mislead or misinformed about
the system. "It is not perfect,"
Miller said, "and we shouldn't
paint a picture that it is."
The 1975-76 Kentucky hunting
seasons were discussed and the
new regulations concerning the
commercial fishermen were
brought to light by Commissioner Arnold Mitchell. The
gill and trammel nets have been
eliminated as legal commercial
fishing gear but fishermen will
be given until January 1, 1976 to
"phase out" this type of gear
Mitchell said that at the same
meeting the commission approved a slat basket, or slat

trap, to the list of legal commercial fishing equipment. The
commission also approved a
regulation making it illegal to
spotlight raccoons or the taking
of raccoons by any method
other than by the use of dogs.
Complete regulations will be
released at a later date.

Another problem that Kentucky sportsmen face is the
anti-hunting groups who are all
ill-informed of game and other
wildlife management practices.
These groups are undermining
various pieces of legislation
which may seem harmless to
some but, in effect, are small
steps toward getting at not only
the hunter but also fishermen.
Bill Smith, the League
Representative to the NWF
iterated President Haddix's
plea in asking sportsmen, "to
select the officials who will help
support outdoorsmen in Kentucky.- He asked that sportsmen be especially aware of
local officials and their stand on
issues which would affect any
outdoor activity. Smith said
that local codes and regulations
have been adopted in many
cities across Kentucky whereby
a permit is needed to purchase a
handgun. This gets back to
"When Guns Are Outlawed,
Only Outlaws Will Have Guns."
Smith suggested that all
sportsmen make themselves
known to local and state candidates who will be running for
elective offices and find out
whether or not they will support
the 900,000 hunters and
fishermen in the state. In
closing, Smith said, "If a
candidate is not for us, then we
need to get to the guy before he
is elected."

faction of the petition alone was
enough to indol se TVA's
resource management
programs, but went further
indorsing
TVA's
overall
management programs. These
include a multitude of outdoor
recreation and education
programs - programs and
projects that would very likely
be dropped should a different
controlling agency take over
LBL.

The League president, Roy
Haddix, appealed to the First
District Federation and all
sportsmen who hold a fishing
In further action, the
or hunting license to actively
Federation adopted a resolution
campaign against those who are
introduced by Pat Moynahan of
preparing and adopting any
Paducah. It called for the
legislation which would require
League setting up a work shop.,
the Department of Fish &
whereas local sportsmen's
Wildlife Resources to place
clubs could learn and share
fees collected into the Kentucky
ideas from other clubs and
General Fund."The League has'
organizations. ."A workshop of
fought vigorously for the last 30
this type may help to increase
years to keep the Department
membership
within
the
out of politics," Haddix stated,
League," Moynahan said.
"and it is our duty to select
those legislators who will help
John Abanatha, a Metropolis,
us."
The
Department's
Illinois school teacher and'
operating budget now comes
resident of Paducah, Kentucky
from the license sales to the
was
elected
President,
approximately 900,000 Kenreplacing Bob Cooper, who has
tucky hunters and fishermen
done an excellent job for his two
and the taxes derived from the
terms of office. Billy Tooley of
Pittman-Robertson Act and
Hopkinsville, Kentucky was
Dingle-Johnson Act which
reelected as vice-President.
levies the sportsmen's self
Richard C. Greer of Murray
imposed tax on hunting and
was
elected
Secretaryfishing equipment. Sportsmen
Treasurer and replaces Al
would experience disasterous
Blum of Murray who, inresults if the department
cidently, has been an outbecame "political"
and
standing member and conoperated on funds provided
tributor to the League and to the
solely as the General Assembly
A major step was taken at this Federation through the years.
saw fit.
First District Federation Many people remember Blum
Clyde Hubbard, stated that meeting. A member laid the from his years as ownerthere was a need to increase ground for a forum on a subject operator of the Irvin Cobb Boat
club memberships and asked relating to the recent move of Dock and Resort. Arthur Curtis
that area sportsmen clubs work the Land Between the Rivers of West Paducah was reelected
to actively build and increase Association. The Association as First District Director.
their membership. The League has a petition which would
The next District Federation
needs a bigger voice and an jealvordize and endanger the meeting will be held at 7:00 p.
resource
management
increase in numbers can help in
m. Monday, September M. All
their effort to block adverse programs in the Land Between sportsmen clubs are welcome
The
Lakes.
legislation
or
and for those not affiliated with
support
legislation which would help
It was felt within the the Federation or the League
Kentucky sportsmen.
Federation that the anti-hunting they are invited to do so.

Shells
Remington-Federal
Winchester
Hunting & Fishing License
Camping Equipment
Fishing Equipment
Archery Equipment
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almost every aspect of it.
When the car was invented
mud did its part to prevent this
-thing" from reaching its goal
in many instances. There was
nothing quite like climbing in
one of the old open touring
machines in your Sunday
clothes and getting thoroughly
splattered as your driver did his
best to negotiate a muddy path
which was then the road. Man,
being the improver of his environment, sought to end this
conflict with MUD.
Soon ribbons of gravel, anti
then concrete and asphalt
began to cover the land. This
cost money and "Jack" had to
fork it out. The government took
"Jack's" money and built and
built. This nuisance called MUD
would be forever banished from
the land. No more would it
cause people to have to suffer
the indignity of having their
clothes and hands soiled.
Today, after the government
has spent all of Jack's money
and is now engaged in printing
some more so they can give him
a little back to spend again,
there has emerged a form of
"nut" known as an "offroader"
and off we went into the muddy,
sticky, slizney, slippery stuff

called MUD. Sure, there were
places where it got so deep that
the rigs couldn't move in either
direction, and there were hills
so slick that some of them
couldn't climb over. But there
was never a case in the whole
afternoon when at least a few of
the rigs AsIdn't make it, and
then all of the rigs succeeded
with the aid of a few helping
hands or a winch line. Challenge
was present and life flowed
4

freely. The spirit of man was
undaunted as he successfully
met and conquered challenge
after challenge.
Even when the skies clouded
up and great torrents of water
began to fall in the presence of
brilliant bolts of lightning and
large claps of thunder no one
gave up. We were in the
wilderness, and we had to get
out. Man and his much loved
machines took up the challenge.
The slippery road that had been
so much fun rapidly turned into
a quagmire that was almost
frightening. Mudpuddles
became lakes and creeks turned
Into rivers. Lightning constantly flickered thru the forest.
Man asked the limit of his
machine.
The motors that had scarcely

••
Wayne Darnell
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*Sales
*Service
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Fire Ertinguisher Sense
For the most part, fires are tinguisher you buy for your boat
actually infrequent aboard the is Coast Guard approved for
popular open-type boats so marine use. The initials
widely used with outboard and "USCG" will appear clearly on
its label along with the other
stern drive engines.
Yet, because a powerboat data.
The most common cause of
carries fuel, and because it is
"difficult" to run on the water serious small-craft fires is
surrounding a boat to get away leakage of fuel, which can result
from a fire quickly, the Mer- in the explosion of a gasoline
cury outboard boating experts vapor and air mixture in any
suggest that some thought be confined area. Proper hull
ventilation plus good maingiven to fire protection.
tenance and frequent inspection
Outboard-powered
boats of the fuel tank and its conwhich are less than 26 feet in nections are the biggest
length and which are of open safeguards against such
construction are not required to trouble.
carry fire extinguishers.
Yet, even a small exHowever, if a boat has inboard tinguisher is a valuable and
power, it must carry an ap- potent aid against stove,
propriate extinguisher, upholstery and electrical fires.
regardless of boat length and Mount your extinguisher where
design.
it is easy to see and reach.
Whether an outboard boat can
As a final tip, the Mercury
be classed as "open" depends lads suggest that since dry
on the details of its lockers, powder tends to pack down
bilge area and motor well under the influence of boat
design. If in doubt, seek an vibration, invert the exopinion from a member of the tinguisher often and bump its
Coast Guard, Coast Guard bottom with the heel of your
Auxiliary or U. S. Power hand to loosen the powder
Squadron.
before it has a chance to pack
There are various approved really hard. While doing this,
fire extinguishers, including also glance at the pressure
carbon dioxide, dry chemical gauge to make sure the device
(powder) and foam chemical. Is fully charged and ready for
Make sure that any ex- use

ssitsOSSINWII
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risen above idle all afternoon
rose to a frenzied whine and the
RPMs reached way up to the
thousands. Gearboxes and
drivelines quivered as this
tremendous thrust was placed
on them. The steel horses that
were born in Toledo, St. Louis,
Detroit, Atlanta, and elsewhere
took it. They were tempered in a
different forge than those tin
chariots of the street.
It took time, human sweat,
ingenuity, and resourcefulness
but the Twin Lakes Four
Wheelers did emerge from the
wilderness that dusk. And,
maybe,just maybe if you talked
to one of them you might have
noticed just a little bit more
respect and reverence for the
One above.
DEFINITION "MUD"
—substance obtained by
mixing dirt and water in
various proportions.
—substance that unites with
clothes.
—substance that makes for
successful car washes.
—substance found in substantial amounts in Calloway
County, especially recently
after the rains.
—well liked by all four year
old boys.
—substance sometimes dealt
, with by politicians.
—definitely not liked by
mothers of four year old boys.
—makes nice looking pies
that don't taste very well.
—frequently associated with
fourwheelers (ask Spencer,
Chapman, Cain, Rogers, and
others)

International Trucks
International Scout
V.
':g

Four wheel Drive'
- Terkes You To wherelNir-AWciriir —
301 S. 4th

StreetA:

Smith & Wesson
Hand Guns, Wtfles, Shotguns
•■=2.4011•••1--

Gerrald Boyd

HOME & AUTO
Chestnut

West Kentucky Guns

/53-1372

*way, Ky

Phone: 489-2481 after 6:00 p.m.
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Actions fail To Stop Deer Hunt
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"WHAT'S HAPPENING"
people. Anti-hunting groups
There is a good chance that a have only to portray the
new name maybe added to the negative aspects of bowhunting
endangered species list in the and in general to win support
not so distant future. What is the among the uninformed. The
name of this new species" It is future of
bowhuntina as a sport
the bowhunter. If the previous lies in the hands of anti-hunting
statement is humorous it is groups and the influence that
probably because you are they have among the general
uninformed about the serious public.
pressure that anti-hunting
Basically, the problem for
groups are applying to our sport bowhunters is one of educating
and to hunting in general the uninformed in the postive
throughout the country. These aspects of bowhunting and the
groups operate under the use of sport hunting as a
assumption that all species of valuable management tool that
game are endangered and need is used to benefit wildlife and
protection from all hunting. not destroy it. Bowhunters must
Hunters are readily portrayed be charged with the responas irresponsible killers who sibility of educating those in our
cause nothing but pain, suf- ranks whose attitude toward
fering, and destruction to responsible bowhunting may
animals.
not be In the best interest of the
The anti-hunting people have sport.
the advantage in any discussion
The responsibility of the inof hunting because they know dividual bowhunter is quite
relatively few people are clear. We must do everything
hunters. The vast majority of within our power to promote a
the population has an in- good image among the general
different attitude toward sport public in order to protect our
hunting in general and know sport and guarantee the future
very little about bowhunting of bowhunting. There is a great
outside the fact that bowhunting deal of work that. we can and
is still practiced by a few must do so that the public will

WANTED

r„

A series of legal actions failed preserve in 10 years. Perthis year to stop the deer hunt in mission to hunt resulted from a
New Jersey's Great Swamp report by the Federal Fish and
Game Conunission that the deer
National Wildlife Wage.
The actions, initiated by in the Great Swamp Refuge
be aware of our sport and be those who pursue it than any DEER, bit., N. J., and joined were becoming overpopulated.
able to judge it on the basis of a other forin of sport hunting. The by SAR, Inc., and two other Federal authorities estimated
It's the bold leather-look eigian.saio watchbandirOWYe--clear understanding of possitive bowhunter must go to the htirtifilty groups, -were struck-- the 6,0015arre preserve
seen on television But Speidel has made it wider to go
as well as negative aspects. animal on the animals terms in down on Decrneber 6, 1974, by deer in 1974 — up from 120 in
with today's fashionably bigger watches So, if you have
U. S. District Court Judge 1964. The report concluded that,
Anything less than a total order to be successful.
a big watch, now you have a real style choice
commitment
good
to
What the future holds for Frederick B. Lacey who found unless the number of dose was
114 S.Stit
Marrs!, Ky.
bowhunting practice and at- bowhunting lies in the ability of plaitiffs' arguments unfounded reduced by two-thirds — or 350
753 1640
titude is unacceptable.
the individual bowhunter and and overtechnicaL Plaintiffs deer — starvation and disease
The ranks of local bowhunters bowhunters as a group to immediately appealed; but four would result.
:•M t:t
The various humane groups
are filled with some of the very educate the general public as to days later and a few hours after
best hunters that it has been my the merits of bowhunting as a the hunt was scheduled to begin, attempting to stop the hunt
priviledge to be associated with. good sport and a good a three-judge panel of the U. S. questioned whether the refuge
Bowhunters, generally, seem to management tool. We, as a Third Circuit Court of Appeals, was indeed overpopulated and
be more aware of what hunting group, need to educate our own Philadelphia, upheld Judge whether a public hunt was the
is all about. This may be members in the hest methods of Lacey's decision. As a result, solution They argued that a
because bowhunting is quite bowhunting to the end that the each day for six days, 150 public hunt was unnecessarily
difficult and only those who are few do not damage the image of hunters (randomly selected by cruel to the deer and that the
truly committed to being good the many good bowhunters of computer from 400 eligible remaining animals will be so
applicants) were allowed into terrorized they'll hide from
at it ever really make the grade. our area and the nation.
Most dudes that get close
We bowhunters ,.have the the refuge to shoot one deer visitors coming to the refuge.
Thus, the value of the preserve
enough for the bow and arrow to opportunity to perpetuate each.
'm
During the wait for the will be lost.
do an effective job. Bowhunters bowhunting as we know it, or
8 a. m. - 10:00 p. m.
•
The legal arguments used in
learn very quickly to be patient stand by and watch our hunting decision, plaintiffs and the
q
Hwy.641 So.
because they often must remain heritage be eroded away by the Humane Society of the United the case — one of the first of its
Phone 753-8322
on stand for long periods of time anti-hunting groups that are States organized a demon- kind — were centered on ...AAi:::::::::::::.:i:i*i:MdM4iMagiiii:Mii;iniMagif
t
while waiting for game. This currently working against us. stration at the Refuge. The several alleged violations of
patience Is also evident when It Only if we are the best hunters 'demonstration received federal law by the Dpeartment VftesiolaismOrarnameilftwamirammmajpaftweekrammv•sey
of the Interior. At first, efforts
comes time to track an animal that we can be, will we survive. nationwide press coverage.
Plaintiffs in the case were: to stop the hunt were sucthat has been wounded. Few Let us recognize our responbowhunters will give up a trail sibility now and work for our DEER, Inc., J. J. (Deer, cessful; on Deceiirbei 10, 1973,
Ecology, Environment, and Judge Lacey banned the hunt
until the animal is found or they sport by being better at it.
Resources); Society for Animal until an Environmental Impact
are forced to.
Good Luck and Good Rights, Inc,, N. Y.; Fund for Statement was filed.
Bowhunting demands a
After this statement was
Animals, N. Y.; and Friends of
higher degree of skill from Bowhunting.
Animals,Inc., N. Y. Defendants submitted, plaintiffs went to
Radiator Repair
Transmission Service
' were: Rogers Morton, U. S. court again arguing that
Tune-ups
Secretary of the Interior, and Interior DePartrnent could not
Front End Service
other government officials. The authorize the hunt because the
Department of Environmental State of New Jersey does not
Complete
Auto Repair
Protection filed a friend of the allow hunting in the preserve.
Gerrold Boyd, Owner
court brief in favor of the Plaintiffs further contended
that the interior Department
defense.
753-1751
209 7th, Murray, Ky.
Legal action in the case began violated the law by failing to
By Jane Hillard
when he boat is underway is in
after the Department of the hold public hearings in
V
V
FRANKFORT,Ky. — Time to violation of Kentucky's boating Interior
authorized the first preparing the Environmental
laws.
go fishin'.
Impact Statement,
public
deer
hunt
in
the
wildlife
Stand up in a boat only when
After the uncertain weather
conditions of the past winter, necessary. Water, oil and mud
can
produce dangerously slick
fishermen are understandably
anxious to get out to their footing.
favorite lakes and streams. But
It is ill-advised to ride the
in the rush to get to where the bow, gunwales and transom.
"big ones" are, anglers should
S. 12th St
753-3226
the
out
Watch
for
not forget basic rules of water
peculiarities of outboard
safety.
motors. If you don't have an
Eating Is A Family Affair
Water
Kentucky
Enelectric starter, try to crank the
forcement Director Doug
Shoulders warns that the engine from a seated position.
6:30-11:00 Sun. thru Thurs.
primary cause of fishing Be sure the engine is out of gear
6:30-1:00 Fri. S. Sat.
fatalities is falling overboard. before starting the motor.
Fishermen should be on the
The shock of the cold water,
lookout
for
stumps
and other
plus the heavy weight of
submerged objects, especially
clothing and boots, can cost
in the spring, when the water
Byes.
Shoulders says it is advisable, levels may fluctuate greatly.
especially in the spring, to wear Use extreme caution in getting
Following Safety Rules Keep Fishermen Afloat
a U. S. Coast Guard approved to and from your fishing spots.
Shoulders also suggests that
personal flotation device. He
notes that many of the newest boaters make a safety check of Clerk in each county. Boat days.
ones, which look like ordinary all gear before using their owners with registrations from
-There may be. however,
jackets, are not bulky and are boats. 'See that your boat, after other states do not have to certain Kentucky regulations
its
winter
storage,
is
free of obtain Kentucky registration. with regard to safety equipment
even suitable for street wear.
"And you should wear one at debris and that the steerage
Shoulders also reminds all which out-of-state boaters
linkage
arid
other
controls
are boat owners that, according to should know about before
all times on the water," he
free
and
in
working
order,"
he
emphasized. "Just having one
Kentucky law, registration placing their boats in Kentucky
stowed away neatly on board is said.
papers must be on the boat at all waters."
-Check
your
life
preservers
not good enough when you need
times.
to see that they are in good and
it instantly."
"Kentucky has agreements of
A complete copy of Kenserviceable
condition—with
no
following
Shoulders gives the
reciprocity with other states. As tucky's rules, regulations and
dry
rot
or
mildew.
safety
for
musts
rules as
long as a boat is in compliance equipment requirements may
"All boat owners should be with another state's federally- be obtained by writing to the
fishermen in boats. Never ride
in the bow seat,if your boat is so mindful that April 30 is the approved registration and Kentucky Department of
equipped. You may, however, deadline for renewing boat numbering system, it shall be Transportation, Division of
fish from it when the boat is registrations," Shoulders said. deemed to be in compliance Water Enforcement, Room 414,
traveling no greater than at idle New registrations may be with Kentucky's registration State Office Building, Frank2 Mi. — 94 East
speed. Riding on the bow seat obtained from the Circuit Court requirements—for up to 60 fort, Kentucky, 40601.

By Bony Wilier Dnrir

NEW ROMUNDA
WIDE ONE

Storey's

FoodGaitt

'..;:
-...:

Open 7 Days A Week

§
ff

Sholar's
Auto Repair

Following Safety Rules Keep
Fishermen Afloat

vb

Jerry's Restaurant

MORE GREENHEADS,"CANS,"
PINTAILS,BLUEBILLS,
TEAL, REDHEADS AND
OTHERS OF THEIR BREED.

Murray Chapter Of
Ducks Unlimited
To Be Organized
DUCKS UNLIMITED accomplished:
preserves wetlands in the
—Over 1,200 water control
Canadian breeding grounds projects constructed to be efwhere about 80 per cent of our fective in both drought and flood
ducks are hatched. U. S. situations.
Federal duck stamp funds
—Almost 2 million acres of
cannot, by law, be used for prime habitat, which provides
conservation outside the United "living room" for 250 species of
States borders. The job must be birds, 60 different mammals
done in Canada — and it can and 19 types of fish. This
only be done — by a private represents almost 9,500 miles of
organization such as DUCKS vital protective shoreline.
UNLIMITED.
—Raised nearly $33 million on
DUCKS UNLIMITED is a behalf of waterfowl connon-profit organization. Every servation in this country, with
dollar comes from con- nearly $25 million being sent to
servationists like yourself. Your DU (Canada).
contribution is an investment in
—Ducks Unlimited de Mexico
environmental improvement. organized
underwrite
to
concerned
Every year, more
waterfowl conservation and
management projects in that
conservationists join.
Every dollar works. . and nation
DUCKS
land
works hard! The
An organizational meeting
UNLIMITED supervises is
will be held at the Holiday Inn,
made available by individual
Hwy. 641 South, April 10, at 7:30.
farmers and by the Canadian
governments under long-term, The purpose of this meeting is to
no cost lease. The money you determine the feasability of
invest does more because it's on forming a Murray Chapter of
construction and maintenance DUCKS UNLIMITED. Al
national
Stallings,
a
-- not on land purchase.
Ducks
DUCKS representative of
what
Here's
Unlimited will present a slide
UNLIMITED has done. In the
three decades since it was program on Ducks Unlimited
formed in 1937, here's what projects. All interested persons
DUCKS UNLIMITED has are invited.

East-Y Grocery
& Fish Market

Fresh Catfish
Supplies For The
Outdoorsman And
Fishermen

.94 East

By Hope Carleton
4 Dept. of Fish and Wildlife

Of the many services and
projects under the guidance of
the Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources, few receive
more attention than the Experimental Game Farm located
approximately three miles west
of Frankfort on U. S. 60.
This 150 acre farm plays host
to some 75,000 visitors annually
It is during April, May and June
that the majority of schools
allow some of their children to
visit the state capitol and points
of interest close at hand.
Many teachers in the past
have contacted the Superintendent of the Game Farm for a
guided tour of this area when
they and their students came to

the capitol.
The youngsters will see on
Exhibition Row,as an example,
bald and golden eagles, hawks,
owls, black bears, mountain
lions, pheasants, raccoons, grey
and red fox and many other
specimens. Then, in three large
separate enclosures, there are
fallow and whitetail deer and
even a large family group of
buffalo.
Along the shoreline of the two
small lakes on the farm, ducks,
geese, swans and shorebirds
may be observed in flight or
swimming about.
There are still other points of
interest for the school groups.
Inside the administration

building in the main showroom
Is a display of mounted
waterfowl and wildlife. Then
there is a large picnic area
where the touring groups may
eat their lunches and rest before
heading home.
Along the fence rows, one
may hear the calls and see
many of the songbirds that
abound in this area.
The Game Farm is open
seven days a week and visitors
and tourists are welcome to
come and see the many attractions that this area affords,
as well as sample the limited
fishing opportunities.
The two lakes are open to
fishing for children under 16,
women, and men 65 years of age
and older
Fishing license requirements
are the same as statewide. Size
arid creel limits are posted and
special limitations apply: Black
bass-10 inches long arid a creel
limit of three; bluegill—no size
limit and a creel limit of 25;
catfish—no size limit and creel
limit of three

7S3-8786

Murray Sporting Goods
BAIT COMPANY

Fishing Tackle
The Game Farm is by far
more than just a place to visit.
It is the place where the
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources produces
some 100,000 bobwhite quail
chicks under the "Quail Under
Lights Program."
Also at the Game Farm,
experimental programs with
ruffed grouse, wild turkey,
mallard ducks and exotic game
birds are carried out.
The entire area has been
made possible through the sale
of hunting and fishing licenses,
which is the sole support of the
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources.
To the visiting students,
tourists and guests it is a gift
from the sportsmen of Kentucky.
For reservations for a guided
tour write or call. Superintendent, Game Farm, Route 2,
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601,
Telephone, Area Code 502-2238211. The farm is open from 8:00
a m, until sunset

1Wholesale

Retail
MINNOWS
We offer you the freshest bait
money can buy—airect from the
nest to you.

753-5693
Fred Gardner, owner

Larry Seward, mgr.
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gwin Xakes
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Girls' Semifinals
Today At Richmond
RICHMOND, Ky. I AP — with 2.15 remaining.
Lexington Tate-s Creek faced
Barren County raced to a 27Barren County and two Jeffer- 15 halftime lead behind the
son County schools, Seneca and shooting of Jo James, who
Butler, clashed in today's semi- paced Barren's offense with 18
811115 mate 1411.,-.4i0illtit.-140441Gekt. 4061,14-PO4school basketball tournament.
fly Denney with 19, pulled withThe winners battle it out in four points, 35-31, with 18
tonight for the championship,
seconds remaining in the third
Tates Creek moved into the quarter, but Barren County
semifinals with a 50-46 quarter- shut off the attack in the last
final victory Friday over Mid- quarter and moved out to the
dlesboro. Barren County victory.
The tall Seneca team took an
avanced with a 45-39 win over
Monticello.
early 13-6 lead over South HopSeneca trounced South Hop- kiss and never looked back. Sekins 56-28 in the quarterfinals neca was led by Evy Abell with
while Butler edged Newport 51- 16 points and Kim Young with
14. Vicki Dillingham's eight50.
Tates Creek, led by Michelle point production was tops for
a
South
Hopkins.
Steward with 16 points, took
Butler scrapped its way back
17-8 first quarter lead over Middlesboro and stretched it to 24- from a 19-point deficit, battling
10 by the middle of the second a Newport onslaught led by
quarter. Middlesboro rallied, Donna Murphy, and went ahead
going ahead 25-24 at the half for the first and only time in
and widening the lead to 35-30 the closing seconds at 51-50 —
in the third quarter behind the final score.
Miss Murphy dumped in 25
sharpshooting Isabelle Spriggs,
who led her teem with 19 points as Newport raced to a
20-4 first quarter lead and expoints.
Middlesboro went scoreless parked it to 31-12 at the half,
for the last three minutes of the Butler was still down by one
quarter, however. Tales Creek with 16 seconds to play when a
regained a 36-35 edge going into bank shot by Karen Frierson
the final period and pulled provided the narrow winning
away to win after a 44-44 tie margin.

atIong, The-Shott
Keeping Colonels In
By The Associated Press
Artis Gilmore and Louie
Dampier, the long and short of
the Kentucky Colonels, are
keeping their team in hot pursuit of the front-running New
'York Nets in the American
Basketball Association's Eastern Division race.

_

The 7-foot-2 Gilmore and 6foot Dampier combined for 14
points in the third period Friday night as the Colonels broke
away from the Virginia Squires
route to a 110-88 victory_
That triumph, combined with
New York Nets 111-106 loss
to the Sounds at Memphis, lifted i(entucky within 1L.i games
of Oe Nets—and left them just
°Twosome back in the toss column.
In the only other ABA game
of the night, the Spirits of St.
Louis beat the Indiana Pacers,
125-96.

:

The defeat was the 64th of
the season for the Squires, an
ABA record. Two nights earlier
the Squires set another record
with their 29th home-court loss.
Their record is a dismal 15-64.
All of which has led a frustrated Virginia Coach Al
Bianchi to remark, "We could
take two girls from Inunaculata one of the top women's
college basketball teams) and
win more than 15 games."
Gilmore had eight points and
Dampier six in the third quarter, when Kentucky outscored
Virginia 26-16. Gilmore finished
with 28 points and 13 rebounds,
Dan Issel had 23 points and
Dampier 19.
Sounds 111, Nets 106
Mel Daniels was the man
who did in the Nets, coming off
the bench to score 14 points,
grab seven rebounds and block
two shots in the final period.

SCOTT DRUG
1205 CHESTNUT STREET

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs
— Open 12:00 A.M. MI 6 PA. —

t-

SPORTS
Nordiques-Toros Clash
Should Be Game Of Year

Rupp Says This Year's Wildcats
Could Be The Best In Ky. History
SAN DIEGO ( AP) — This
year's Kentucky basketball
team could be the- greatest in
the school's history. Who says
se No less an authority than
Adolph Rupp, who led the Wildcats to four national championships.
"This team is one of the finest teams I have ever seen in
my lifetime," said Rupp, "and
they could blow out some of my
national championship teams."
Hesitant to make comparisons, Rupp nevertheless

his second four-point game in a
row.
"I could have had a third
goal," noted the 22-year-old
center, "bat I lost the puck in
front of the net. I got a whack
at the puck but it hit the goalie
in the chest as he went down."
By then, though, the damage
had been done. Simpson had
scored his 51st goal of the season to put Toronto in front 5-3
at 9:3001 the closing period. So
Ken Baird's goal for Edmonton
with 52 seconds emaining was
too little, too la
9 only other
In the
game Friday night, the Phoenix
Roadrunners/and Minnesota
Fighting Safrits tied 2-2.
ATLANTA 1AP ) — Rookie
Vaclay Nedomansky and Dil- Eric Vail isn't concerned about
lon had given the Toros a 2-0 the pressure facing the Atlanta
lead after 7:53 of the first peri- ---FaIrnes in their late-season
od, but Edmonton came back to drive to gain a berth in the Natie on goals by Bruce MacGre- tional Hockey League playoffs.
gor and Tim Sheehy. But Dillon
"I think we've handled presset up Frank Mahovlich to give sure pretty well for the last
Toronto a 3-2 lead, then scored
three weeks," Vail said Friday
his 28th of the year after Blair
night after scoring his 35th and
MacDonald had tied it far -Ed-- 36th goals of the season in leadmonton.
ing Atlanta to a 3-2 comeback
Rob Ftorek scored on a
victory over the Buffalo Sabres.
breakaway late in the third pe"We've got two of the biggest
with
its
tie
Phoenix
give
riod to
we'll ever play coming up,"
Minnesota.
Vail added. "I think we'll be
there."
The NHL's highest goal-scoring rookie this year was referring to a pair of clashes with
the New York Islanders, here
By The Associated Press
Sunday in a national television
TRACK & FIELD
— game and at New York TuesSCOTTSDALE,
Ariz.
GAINESVILLE, Fla. — Dave JoAnne Carner, seeking her day night.
Roberts set a world record in first 1975 tour victory, birdied
The victory over the Sabres
the pole vault by soaring 18 on the final hole to take a one- moved Atlanta to within three
feet, 6t-i inches in the Florida stroke lead over Judy Rankin points of the third-place IslandRelays at the University of in the second round of the $70,- ers in the three-team battle for
Florida. The old mark is 18 000 LPGA Golf Classic.
two playoff spots in Division 1.
feet, 5/
3
4 inches.
TENNIS
The New York Rangers have
.
GOLF
JACKSON, Miss. — American 83 points, the Islanders 82 and
ISLAND,
HILTON HEAD
Butch Buchholz used a thunder- the Flames 79 and each team
S.C. — Jack Nicklaus shot an ing service and devastating has five games remaining. The
to
eight-underpar
63
awesome
ground strokes to upset top- two New York teams collide on
put him six strokes ahead of seeded John Newcombe 7-6, 6-1 Islanders ice this afternoon.
second
after
the
Weiskopf
Tom
in the Tennis South Invitational
round of the $200,000 Heritage Indoor Tournament semifinals,
Golf Classic.

By The Associated Press
It's a good bet there will be a
standing-room-only crowd at
Quebec's Colisee arena tonight,
where the Nordiques will host
the Toronto Toros. One person
who'll be there is Toros' Coach
Bobby Leduc, who won't have
to buy a ticket but will be
standing just the same.
"It looks film that will be the
game of the year," Leduc said
Friday night in reference to the
World Hockey Association contest that will pit the first-place
Nordiques against his Toros,
who are just two points back in
the Canadian Division race.
"If the guys are going like
they were in the third period
tonight (Friday night), we're
going to beat them," he said.
One player in particular, had
a spectacular third period. Center Wayne Dillon scored his
second goal of the game and
set up Tom Simpson's game
winner 71 seconds later in leading the Toros to their 5-4 victory-OveiEdmonton's struggling
Oilers.
Dillon finished the game with
two goals and two assists in tying the team scoring record for
a season with 91 points. It was

Detroit Must Lose For Bucks To
Have A Shot At Wild Card Berth
with the Pistons—both teams
would finish with 40-42 records.
The Bucks then would earn the
wild card playoff berth in the
National Basketball Association's Western Conference
with a 5-4 edge in the season
series.
Friday night, Milwaukee
trounced the Portland Trail
Blazers 128-105 while Detroit
was idle. Elsewhere, the Houston Rockets downed the Cleveland Cavaliers 112-105, the New
Orleans Jazz stunned the New
York Knicks 111-102, the Boston
Celtics defeated the Chicago
Bulls 97-92, the Los Angeles Lakers beat the Kansas CityOmaha Kings 114-103, the
Seattle SuperSonics shaded the
Golden State Warriors 96-92 and
the Buffalo Braves turned back
the Philadelphia 76ers 115-104.
The Bucks were led by by
Abdul-Jabbar's 38
Kareem
points and Gary Brokaw's 24 in
breaking a five-game losing

streak and pulling within 3,
games of Detroit.
Rockets 112, Cavaliers 105
Houston pulled into a tie for
second place with Cleveland in
the Western Division as Calvin
Murphy tossed in 28 points..
Jazz 111, Knicks 102
Pete Maravich scored 32
points and grabbed 10 rebounds
to lead New Orleans' comeback
victory
Celtics 97, Bulls 92
Boston's Dave
Cowens
pumpedin 19 points to lead Boston.
Lakers 114, Kings 103
Gail Goodrich scored a career-high 53 points, 36 in the
second half. to lead the Lakers
past the Kings.
SuperSonics 96, Warriors 92
Tommy Burleson scored 22
points to lead Seattle
Braves 115, 76ers 104
Bob McAdoo's 27 points
paced Buffalo's victory.

Nicklaus Turns in Nearly
Perfect Round, Heritage

The International Cub Cadets
with Mower,
Lights and
hydraulic lift

12 H. P.
Gear Drive
with Mower

$1345w
$1165®
Purchase Ecpiiiiment Co.,
Hwy.941. Just Across
The RR Tracks

'14—

—
Phone 75i-2215

from the field for the season.Joe Hall's team is shooting 52
per cent.
Rupp made his commonsFriday while watching Kentucky's muscled team work out
in preparation for Saturday's
game with Syracuse. UCLA
met Louisville in the other semifinal match.
The "Fabulous Five" consisted of Alex Gross at center,
Wah Wah Jones and Cliff Barker at forwards and Kenny Rollins and Ralph Beard at guards.

Vail Not Concerned With Late
Pressure On Atlanta's Flames

Sports In Brief

By The Associated Press
"Detroit's got to lose a
game," said Milwaukee Bucks'
Coach Larry Costello. "If they
--do and we win all ours, we're
in. If they win them all, we're
out. It's that simple."
Detroit plays at Golden State
tonight and at home against
Chicago next Wednesday. If the
Pistons split those two games
and Milwaukee wins its last
five—including two meetings

concedes that the 1974-75 Wildcats have more depth than
even his most famous aggregation—the legendary "Fabulous
Five" of the l940s.
"Kevin Grevey is a far better
shooter than any we had on
that team," the old master
noted prior to Saturday's NCAA
championship semifinals at the
San Diego Arena.
"This Kentucky team is
much bigger, more physical.
Remember also my "Fabulous
Five" only shot 32 per cent

HILTON HEAD ISLAND,
S.C. (AP) — Jack's back and
Johnny's gone.
Jack Nicklaus, challenged by
Johnny Miller's gaudy exploits
of the last year or so, responded with one of the most outstanding efforts of his un'matched career Friday, a nearperfect, eight-under-par 63.
"It's a better round than the
(record) 64 at Augusta," Nicktaus said, comparing his effort
against the 1965 round that
matched the record in theMastars.
'This is a tougher course
than Augusta."
And, while Nicklaus was
stretching his lead to six shahi
halfway through the $200,000
Heritage Classic, Miller quietly
abandoned this resort island off
the South Carolina coast,
He waX-1-Vittirn orfrir
hole cut. The young man who
was the defending champion
here, who had won three early
season tournaments, who had
startled the golfing world with

his record-smashing heroics in
Arizona, failed to qualify for
the final two rounds. He shot
151 for 36 holes—an incredible
22 strokes in back of Nicklaus.
It was the first time he had
failed to make the cut since the
1973 Canadian Open.
"No excuses," said Johnny.
"I just played lousy."
Nicklaus' 63, which gave him
a two-round total of 129, 13-under-par, was- two strokes away
from the 61s Miller scored in
Tucson and Phoenix earlier this
season But the courses and
conditions don't compare.
Lee Trevino calls the 6,655yard par-71 Harbour Town Golf
links "the toughest course in
the world."
Globe-trotting Gary Player of
South Africa termed it "one of
the world's finett. It requires
sher''
Ahd Nicklaus played them all
well. '
"I didn't hit a bad shot," he
said. "I hit three shots that I
wasn't completely happy with."

Canucks 4, Kings 2
Elsewhere in the NHL Friday
night, the Vancouver Canucks
Vancouver held Los Angeles
defeated the Los Angeles Kings to just 16 shots while taking 41
4-2, and the Washington Capi- and moving past Chicago into
tals finally won a road game first place in Division 2.
with a 5-3 decision over the CalCapitals 5, Seals 3,
ifornia Seals.
Nelson Pyatt scored twice in
The Flames fell behind 2-0 leading Washington to its firstafter only 6:30 had elapsed. ever road victory after 37 consecutive losses.
Vail then halved the deficit
seconds later from five feet inside the blue line.
Vail brought his club even at
11:46 of the final period, triggering a lengthy standing ovation from a partisan crowd of
13,786.
"I've never seen any more
enthusiastic reaction from a
crowd," said Atlanta Coach
Fred Creighton. "If that doesn't
pump you up, I don't know
what will. You would have to
be a statue not to be affected
by it. I know it gave me a
tingle and I'm sure it got to the
players, too. I'm sure that ovation had a great deal to do with
our scoring the winning goal
later."
That goal came on a power
play at 13:38 of the final period
on a 15-foot blast by Torn Lysiak

f
Ir

SHOES

They compiled fancy records of
36-3 and 32-2 while winning national titles in 1948 and 1949.
_Thissame.leart3 454 w9P aP
Olympic gold medal for the
United States and later joined
the National Basketball Association as a unit called the "Indianapolis Olympians." Rupp
also won national titles in 1951
and 1958, but none of his other
teams were as well-known, nor
as well-remembered.
Rupp proclaims that "There's
never been a defensive player
like Rollins. He was always assigned the hardest offensive
player. And Beard was another
one.''
But, "The Baron" concedes,
"They were not nearly as physical as Kentucky's present two
guards—Mike Flynn and Jimmy Dan Connor."
If the "Fabulous Five" and
today's Kentucky team played,
who would win?
"It would be interesting,"
says Rupp, "but I wouldn't
want to coach that game. I love
the kids from both teams. Of
all my tearns, the "Fabulous
Five" might have the best
chance of beating this club. But
whether they could would be
doubtful."

Use YOur MASTER CHARGE Card
Bet-Air Shopping Center
Murray
Mon.-Fri. 104
Sat. 9-9
Ste, 14

Get to know us; you'll like us,
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SAVE ILIJECTUICITY
The wide variety of appliances in the typical kitchen gives
you a variety of chances to save electric power.
1RANGE — Use the oven to cook several dishes at once.
Never use the oven as a heater. For surface elements,
use "pigh" only until food boils, then reduce to 'blow."
REFRIGERATOR — Keep the temperature between 3740 degrees. Open the door as little as possible. A full
refrigerator holds cold longer than a half-full or empty
one.
FREEZER — A temperature lower than zero wastes
electricity. Open the door no more than you have to.
Keep full without packing.
DISHWASHER—Wash only when it's fully loaded. Use
dishwasher detergent.
SMALL APPLIANCES — Substitute them for the range
as much as possible. Almost always, they use less electricity. And, right now, that's the name of the game.
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Bob Montgomery Tells It Like
It Is As He Leads Bosox Win
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best
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be

ry for Fudge," he said. "In this
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
business, you just go out and do
AP Sports Writer
The highlight of this story the job."
Montgomery had to share
comes to you courtesy of the
hero, Bob Montgomery of the batting laurels Friday with
— JuarlEteniquez, Who had tvi-O'
oston Red Sor.
-This reporter drove in six doubles and three singles and
runs with a homer and a doubled home the tying run
triple," he said, telling it like it with two out in the ninth.
Baltimore's hot-hitting Don
is.
Montgomery, a journeyman Baylor is outdoing Montgomcatcher who'll be 31 next ery. Baylor slammed a two-run
month, is faced with the task of homer, his eighth of the spring,
filling in for Boston's injury- leading the Orioles to a 4-2 vicprone Carlton "Pudge" Fisk for tory over the Kansas City Roy,he second year in a row. Fri- als. Baylor, who also doubled,
day, he belted a three-run boosted his hitting streak to 14
riple off Chicago's Wilbur games and raised his home run
Wood in the sixth inning and a total to eight and his batting
hree-run homer off Jack Ku- average to .547.
Elsewhere, Doc Medich of the
cek in the 10th, leading the Red
Sox to a 9-5 exhibition baseball New York Yankees continued
his hot pitching while Cincinvictory over the White Sox.
usual, Montgomery nati's Gary Nolan and Texas'
As
dropped into the press room at Fergie Jenkins took their
Boston's Winter Haven, Fla., lumps. A pair of knee cases,
'raining camp following the Detroit's Willie Horton and
game to get the line score and Minnesota's Tony Oliva, did
(ape a radio show for the folks some lusty hitting.
back home.
Medich allowed three hits
"Shucks," he kidded, "days and one run in seven innings as
natural.
come
only
like this
the Yanks beat the Atlanta
Just look at the homers I hit Braves 4-1. He had allowed
and the runs I've driven in in only,two runs in 23 innings. Bob
my Career."
Oliver's tie-breaking two-run
For the record, Montgomery homer was the big blow.
has 16 homers and 98 RBI in
The Yanks got some more
235 major league- games. With good news when outfielder BobFisk sidelined for lengthy peri- by Bonds' sore shoulder was
ods last season with groin and diagnosed as a strained muscle.
knee injuries, he got into 88 The team doctor predicted
games and hit .252 with four Bonds would return to full-time
homers and 38 RBIs.
duty before the team leaves
This time, Fisk is out until Florida.
mid-May at least with a broken
Detroit pummeled Cincinagn and Montgomery is due
for plenty of action. He seems nati's Nolan and two relievers
ready with a .371 spring batting for 18 hits in a 7-4 triumph over
average, 13 hits and nine RBIs. the Reds. Horton collected
"I don't really give it any three singles and a solo homer
thought, other than to feel sor- while Johnny Bench accounted

DO YOU KEEP THE SABBATH?
The article last week was titled, "Should You Keep The
Sabbath?" After noticing to whom the sabbath was given
theJewst, what law it was a Part of the law of Moses t, and
how long that law was to last (until the death of Christ), we
answered that question in the negative. Specifically, with
reference to your keeping the sabbath, we said, "you should
not — unless you happen to be a Jew living after the Egyptian
bondage and before the death of Christ!"
However, regarding the question, "do you keep the sabbath," many say "yes". There are various reasons for this
"yes" answer, such as: (1) Some do not know that the sabbath was the seventh day,of the week (Detkeronomy 5:14),
and thus believe that their worship on Sunday (the first day
of the week) constitutes sabbath keeping.(2) Others do know
the sabbath was the seventh day of the week, but from some
unbibLical source, they have come to believe that Sunday is
the "Christian sabbath," and thus in that vague sense regard
themselves as keeping the sabbath. 131 Others realize that
the sabbath was the seventh day (which answers to our
Saturday), and they worship on Saturday — sincerely regarding themselves as keepers of the sabbath. Do these people
keep the sabbath? I say "no". They say "yes-. What does the
Bible say?
A study of the-scriptures reveals that remembering "the
sabbath day, to keep it holy"(cf.. Exodus 20:8)included more
than just worshipping on Saturday. Keeping the sabbath
required the following: (1) Do no work, Exodus 20:9, 10. (2)
Do no baking or boiling, Exodus 16:23. (3) Kindle no fire,
Exodus 35:3. (4) "Bear no burden," Jeremiah 17:21. (5) Offer two lambs, Numbers 28:9.
Not only did the above regulations applying to the keeping
of the sabbath, those who disregarded them and thus defiled
the sabbath were to be "put to death," Exodus 31:14. For
example, the man apprehended for gathering -sticks on the
sabbath day" was stoned to death, Numbers 15:32-36. These
regulations for keeping the sabbath, and the penalty for
violating them, were to be in effect just as long as people
were to "remember the sabbath day, to keep it holy." Hence,
if the regulations regulating the sabbath have ceased, then
the command to remember the sabbath has ceased to be binding on man today. On the other hand, those who refuse to
carry out these regulations 'all of them - do not keep the sabbath. Obviously there is an ever present need for us to study,
AND to rightly divide the word of truth cf. 2 Timothy 2:15).
-- By Bobby Witherington

West Murray Church of Christ
Services:
WA Sash . INS.
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for three Cincinnati runs with a
pair of homers.
The Houston Astros rocked
Jenkins for 11 hits and etght
runa
the.first three innings
and drubbed the Rangers 15-10.
The Astros got 22 hits, led by
Greg Gross, who went three for
three and drove in four runs.
Oliva hit two doubles and a
single and Vic Albury became
the first Minnesota pitcher to
go seven innings as the Twins
defeated the Montreal Exp..s
and Dave McNally 5-1. Oliva,
who has been used sparingly,
boosted his batting mark to .346
as the Twins sent McNally to
his third straight setback.
John Lowenstein's two-run
pinch single off Oakland rookie
Mike Barlow in the ninth inning
rallied the Cleveland Indians to
a 9-8 victory over the A's. A
pinch single by Winston Llenas
with two out in the ninth inning
enabled the California Angels
to edge the Milwaukee Brewers
3-2
Chris Speier's single capped
a two-run ninth-inning rally
that gave the San Francisco Giants a 3-2 victory over the San
Diego Padres. Rod Gilbreath's
two-out single in • the ninth
drove in the winning run in the
Atlanta Braves 5-i victory over
the Los Angeles Dodgers -in a
'B' game.

Colonels Meet
New York Nets
In ABA Tonight
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Colonels are in
American Basketball Association action tonight in Louisville, taking on the New York
Nets.
A win tonight could pull Kentucky even with ABA Eastern
Division-leading New York in
the lost column, though they
still would not be in a tie for
first in wins.
The Colonels are within 1,7
games of the Nets after Friday
night's victory over Virginia.
While Kentucky was trouncing
Virginia 110-88 in Norfolk — the
Memphis Sounds were upsetting New York 111-106 in
Memphis.
If the Colonels beat the Nets
tonight, they could gain at least
a tie for the Eastern Division
title by winning their last four
games. After tonight, the Nets
have only three games remaining.
Artis Gilmore, Dan Issel and
Louie Dampier combined for 70
points to lead the Kentucky offense Friday night as the Colonels took a 53-49 halftime lead
and outscored Virginia 8-2 in
the first 2:20 of the second half.
The Squires never got closer
than 13 after that.
Gilmore finished with 28
points while Issel added 23 and
Dampier 19. Virginia was led
by rookie guard Darrell Elston
with 19.
DOTTER'S DAUGHTER
NEW YORK (AP) — When
the 2-year-old colt Change of
Venue recently scored at Aqueduct, the victory was especially
sweet for trainer Bobby Dotter
His 21-year-old daughter, Mary
Ann Dotter, was the winning
jockey.
The victory is believed to be
the first in the nation involving
a fathei and daughter on a
thorwaghbred track. The win
was the first in 13 races for
Miss Dotter.

Enjoy Easter Sunday At
Kenlake State Resort Park
Kenlake State Resort Park will open for the coming
season on March 29, 1975
Everyone is invited out Easter Sunday, March 30.
Enjoy a delicious buffet dinner in the hotel dining room.
IBuffet served 12:00 noon to 9:00 p.m.
SUNDAY'S MENU
ENTREES
COST
Tender Young Roast Turkey
for Adults
'3.95
Kentucky Cornbread Dressing
$2.25 for Children plus tax
Cranberry Sauce
Baked Bluegrass Sugar-Cured Ham
SALADS
With Delicious Fruit Sauce
Congealed Salads
Of
Variety
A
Jus
Au
Roast Round Of Beer
Tossed Garden Green'Salad
Carved On Line
-.
Relish Try With
VE
Celery-Oliv,es
Stuffed
Yams
Old-Fashioned Candided
Radishes-Pickles
Beans
Green
Kentucky Wonder
DESSERTS
Creamy Whipped Potatoes
Assorted Desserts
Chef's
With Giblet Gra

(sit KIRAY LEILER 1;•• Timm)

PORTS

Big Bend Offers Rugged
And Scenic Hiking Conditions

By G. MICHAEL HARMON
Associated Press Writer
NATIONAL
BEND
BIG
.-341ALTex.- APBi& 1.3400
is one of the most out-of-theway and least visited parks in
Virg,ma
1 .190 39' 1
15 6,
the U.S. system, but offers
West Division
backpacking enthusiasts some
Denver
61 18 .775 —
of the most rugged and scenic
San Anton
48 31 .608 13'
43
2
/
181
Indiana
36 .544
hiking conditions in the counUtah
3.4 45 430 27'
try.
San Diego
31 48 .392 30, 2
Friday's Garnet
Big Bend, the nation's third
Kentucky 110, Virginia 88
largest national park, features
St Louis 125, Indiana 96
some 250 miles of maintained
Memphis 111, New York 106
Saturday's Games
and primitive trails which
New York at Kentucky
snake across four distinct enviVirginia at San Antonio
ronments: A low and high
Memphis at Indiana
St. Louis at Denver
desert, a mountain range and a
San Diego at Utbh
lush, wild river bottom. ,
Sunday's Games
San Diego at St. Louis, after
The low desert presents a lunoon
nar-like face of sand, lava rock
San Antonio at New. York,
afternoon
and the fossil beds of dinosaurs
Kentucky at Memphis, after
which once roamed Southwest
noon
Texas.
Denver at Indiana, afternoon
Contrasting to the stark beauty of the low desert, the high
desert abounds with countless
AVELLINI PACES ACC
varieties of wildflowers and
GREENSBORO,N.C.(AP) — cactus, including the rare giant
Quarterback Bob Avellini of dagger yucca.
New Hyde Park, N.Y., was the
Sitting in the middle of the
top total offense performer in
park like a string of fortresses
the Atlantic Coast Conference
mountain range
football game with 1,689 yards, is the C'hisos
all but 41 of them by passing. with peaks in excess of 7,000
The remarkable achievement feet and stands of drooping
for the 6-foot-2 star was juniper, pinon pine, Douglas fir
_
noteworthy because he didn't and ponderosa pine.
But perhaps Big Bend's most
start until the third game of the
1974 season.
magnificent attraction is its
Stan Fritts of North Carolina
107-mile boundary with Mexico
State led the ACC in rushing
where the Rio Grande has
with 1,169 yards for a 4.8-yard
sliced through the limestone to
average per game. Steve Mike- form canyon walls up to 1,500
Mayer of Maryland paced the
feet high.
league in kick scoring with 79
A hiking guide to the park
points. Roland Hooks of North
Carolina State led all scorers published by the Big Bend Natural History Association offers
with 82 points on 13 touchdowns
backpackers a choice of 32 esand four extra points.
tablished and primitive routes,

StandingsBy The Associated Press
NBA
Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division
L Pct. GB
W
57 21 731 —
Boston
47 30 .610 9/
2
1
Buffalo
2
1
37 40 481 19/
New York
2
1
34 45 .430 23/
Philaphia
Central Division
55 21 .724 —
Washington
2
1
39 40 .494 17/
Cleveland
2
1
39 10 494 17/
Houston
30 48 385 26
Atlanta
2
1
N
22 55 286 33/
Orleans
Western Conference
Midwest Division
44 33 571 —
Chicago
2
1
42 36 538 2/
K C.-Omaha
2
1
Detroit
39 39 500 5/
35 42 455 9
Milwaukee
Pacific Division
46 33 582 —
Golden St
38 39 .494 7
Seattle
35 43 .449 11
Portland
31 46 403 14/
2
1
Phoenix
29 48 .377 16
L.Angeles
Friday's Games
Boston 97, Chicago 92
Buffalo 115, Philadelphia 104
New Orleans. 11), New York
102
Houston 112, Cleveland 105
Milwaukee 528, Portland 105
Los Angeles 114, Kansas City Omaha 103
Seattle 96, Golden State 92
Saturday's Games
Boston at Buffalo
Cleveland at Atlanta
New Orleans at Houston
Kansas City•Omaha at Pnoe.
nix
TrereSit at Golder,-Stare
Sunday's Games
York,
New
at
Milwaukee
afternoon
Chicago at Washington, afternoon, CBSTV
Portland at Seattle, afternoon
Atlanta at New Orleans
Phoenix at Los Angeles
ABA
East Division
L Pct. GB
W
55 25 688 —
New York
2
/
53 26 671 11
Kentucky
2
1
29 50 367 25/
Louis
St
2
1
26 53 329 28/
Memphis

ranging from a quarter-mult. needed,
but a good pair of
walk to a rugged, six-day trelt heavy boots is a
must because
across the park.
of sharp rocks and desert
Bead. which covers plants:708,221 acres, also provides the
Rattlesnakes are abundant in
experienced hiker with a the park, but
rarely appear in
chance to test his wilderness winter. They
are common in
skills by bushwacking across summer, but
usually are ow
country that has yet to be fully only at night.
explored.
Big Bend draws about 300,000
Off the beaten paths, the visitors a
year. It is located
backpacker may encounter about 400
miles Southwest of
such wildlife as coyote, javelins San Antonio,
Tex. off U.S.
or mule deer and sometimes at Highway 90.
rught can hear the throaty roar
of a mountain lion.
JoAnne Carner led the Ladies
For all it's beauty, however,
Big Bend is not without one PGA tour in money won during
major shortcoming: Its weath- 1974 with $87,094
er.
Levi Jackson of Michigan
From May through Septem- State led the Spartan eleven in
ber, temperatures in the desert ground gaining last season, avfrequently exceed 100 degrees, eraging 6.2 yards on 153 carrestricting most hikers to the ries.
mountains, where temperatures
rarely reach above the mid-80s
In the winter, however, backCome To
packers can range through the
Ky. lake
park and rarely experience
temperatures below freezing or
Music Barn
above the mid-70s.
Saturday
Because of its essentially
desert terrain, water is scarce.
8:00 p.m.
Hikers must carry water on
2 miles south of Concord on 121
most of the established trials.
Water from the river cannot be
Live Country I. Blue Grass
consumed safely without boilMusk
ing.
Featuring:
However,hikers able to use a
compass and topographic map
can plan treks with mid-day
and evening halts at springs
which bubble out of the ground
in a number of small canyons
and arroyos.
With few exceptions, Big
Plenty of Parking
Bend hiking requires no special
equipment.
Control Host
Tent protection is rarely
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Retail Sales Here
Show Big Gain In 1974
Chamber Barometer Reveals
Best Year In History; 1975
Expected To Be Even Better
Some good news for the local
economy was revealed Monday
afternoon when the Murray
Commerce
of
Chamber
released its annual Business
Barometer, a compilation of
sales and income figures at the
local level.
Retail sales in Calloway
County leaped from $60,888,000
in 1973 to $91,164.000 in 1974, a
gain of 530,276,000 In Murray,
retail sales jumped from a 1973
figure of $51.712,000 to
$77,554,000 in 1974. an increase
of $25,842,000. The total tax
assessment for Calloway
County for 1974 was reported as
$217,317,075.
"In spite of the layoffs, it is
the biggest year in history and
our projection for 1975 is even
Johnson,
Jim
bigger,"
executive secretary of the
chamber told the board
members at the meeting.
Johnson said that inflation did

enter into the increase
somewhat but added that
"these (projection) figures
have been running within onehalf of one per cent accurate for
years."
The barometer projected
total retail sales in Calloway
County to reach $99,988,000 in
19754while income was expected
to climb to $110,209,000.
Assets of local banks and
savings and loans increased
almost $8.5 million from 1973 to
1974, to a total of $124,444,957.19.
Postal receipts, which showed a
drop froth $507,978 in 1972 to
$497,162 in 1973, almost $11.000,
surged to a new record figure of
$609,563 in 1974,
' Another- big gainer from 1973
to 1974 was vehicle registrations
which, jumped from 21,520 to
26,944; telephone stations increase by almost a thousand,
from 14,287, to 15,204 and
electricty, water and natural

The above news article, originally carried in the Feb. 25 edition
of The Murray Ledger & Times, heralds a sound economic future for
local business.
Any business that is interested in progress and on increase in
volume, needs a well planned regular advertising program that not
only lets the consumer in on special sale items, but also tells the
consumer of special services offered by the firm.
A well planned advertising program with The Murray Ledger E.

gas connections were all
reported up in 1974.
Population-wise, the report
showed an increase in the
residents of Murray from 15,324
in 1973 to 16,158 in 1974 and an
increase in Calloway County
from 30,350 to 30,957. Projections for 1975 predict Murray's
population to increase to 16,310
and Calloway County to 31,154.
Combined sales of nine
categories of merchandisers
reveal the major retail sales
increases for 1974.
A total of 24 lumber and
hardware dealers in Calloway
County increased their sales
from $6,954,000 in 1973, to a
whopping $12,289,000 in 1974.
Figures from 32 local
restaurant operations, which
had increased annual sales by
less than $500,000 from 1967
through 1973, jumped by over $2
million between 1973 and 1974,
from $2,812,000 to $4,971,000.

Sales at 52 food stores in the
county, which increased from
$14.6 million in 1972 to $15.4
million in 1973 boomed to $20.8
million in 1974.
Sales at nine general merchandise stores were listed as
$5.7 million for 1974 compared
with $3.2 million in 1973 and $3
million in 1972.
Retail auto dealers increased
their sales by $6.2 million, from
$18.8 million in 1973 to $25
million in 1974. Gasoline dealers
were up by over $2 million, from
$5.1 million in 1973 to $7.7
million in 1974. Apparel stores
increased sales from $2.9
million in 1973 te $3.7 million in
1974 and furniture stores
jumped from $3.9 million .in
sales in 1973 to $6 million in 1974.
Figures for eight drug stores,
whose sales had increased from
51,052.000 in 1971 to $1,191,000 in
1973, jumped to $1,759,000 in
1974.

Times will create additional volume and more profits for every
business in Calloway County and the surrounding area.
Get your share of 1975, The Biggest Year In History for Calloway
County Business. Contact one of our advertising representatives
today by calling 753-1919. We will help you plan your advertising
campaign and assist you in tailoring your campaign to fit your advertising budget.

The Murray Ledger & Times
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A WANT AD

Economics, Business Classes
Water Quality Team In Action
Popular Among College Students
enrollment of 431.
•'We've had a phenomenal increase, primarily because of
the general economic conditions
in the nation," said }tamerschen.
Enrollment in economics
courses has increased 40 per
cent in two years at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst. -Students are concerned
about their own economic security when they get out," said
George Treyz, a professor at
the school. 'They are turning
to economics as a more practical, career-oriented course..."
Robert F. Wallace, chairman
of the economics department at
Washington State University in
Pullman, agreed. "University
students aren't really looking

Kentucky Farm Bureau Development Corporation
Chemical Division offers to Kentucky Farm Bureau
Members The Following:

Corbel Brand-Baler

Binder Twine Manufactured in Belgium
This twine is of the finest quality and is backed
by a 2 for 1 gurantee. EXAMPLE: If a member
would get a bad ball he would receive 2 balls
free from Corbel.
BALER TWINE - 40 lb. Bak, 10,000 ft., 300 lb. Tensile Strength - $27.50 per bale
BALER TWINE - 40 lb. Bale, 9,000 ft., 325 lb. Tensile
Strength • $27.50 per bale
BINDER TWINE - 4-8 lb. Balls, approx. 24,000 ft.
$26.80 per bale
PRICES INCLUDE DELIVERY TO EACH COUNTY
PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITH NOTICE
Orders Should Be Mode Before April 15

CALIFORNIA, Pa. !AP) —
Super-loud rock music is a
health hazard and may be illegal under certain conditions,
according to a safety consultant.

Randall Davidson, who heads
a private firm here called the
International Safety Institute,
says he has measured the
sound levels at hundreds of
nightclubs and discotheques
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2. Notice
there is a spill near a stream. A
few years ago, another derailed
train spilled diesel fuel near a FriGet The Top Hits
stream. The oil seeped un1 Ps, tapes & 45's at
derground and .in a couple of
days it came out in the stream.
T. V. Service
According to Snodgrass,
Center
Kentucky has been lucky so far.
Central Shopping Center
Nothing extremely toxic has
753-5865
spilled near any water intake
structures. And none of the
spills has had an adverse effect
ADVERTISING
on human health.
DEADLINES
Snodgrass attributes much of
All display ads,
that luck to the alertness of
classified displays and
water plant operators. "These
regular display, must be
people," he said, "watch the
submitted by 12 noon,
water very closely. If they smell
the
day
before
or see something unusual,
publication.
they'll close the intake valves
All reader classifieds
until it passes.
must be submitted by 4
Snodgrass said Kentucky had
p.m. the day before
what was probably its worst
publication.
spill about five years ago. A
company
manufacturing
opened the wrong valve and put
LAURI
STACEY
is
de-icer in the city sewer where
presently working at—
it ran into a stream_ That Town & Country Beauty
caused a large fish kill.
Shop. Call 753-8388 fo2
appointment.

Osborne
Criticizes
Procedure

across the country.
He says bands often play at a
decibel level between the
rumble of a subway train and
the roar of a jet plane at
takeoff.
In numbers, that comes out
above the allowable limit of 115
decibels for 15 minutes specified under the federal Occupational Safety and Health Standards Act of 1970, he says.
Discotheque patrons are not
covered by the law, but club
employes are.
"I've seen kids who would
come out of those places and
not be able to hear for two or
three days," said Davidson. "It
causes high blood pressure, migraine headaches and all the
stomach problems that go
along with being upset."
Dr. F.A. Van Atta, senior scientist of the Labor Department
division charged with enforcing
the act, said strict enforcement
of noise standards in discotheques isn't likely, however.
Nationwide, there are 800 inspectors to investigate an estimated 2.4 million places of
business for all types of safety
hazards, and loud music in
nightclubs isn't a high priority,
he said.
Scientists have said for some
time that noise levels attained
by loud rock bands may cause
hearing loss. Dr. David Lipscomb, director of the noise research laboratory at the University of Tennessee in Knoxville, says a significant number
of people with measurable
hearing loss were found in testing more than 7,000 young
people since 1967.
Dr. Ken Stewart, director of
the Environmental Acoustics
Program at the University of
Pittsburgh, said the sound assaults the 6,000 or so nerve
cells in each ear and kills some
off irreplaceably.
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In October 1973 more Americans died in motor vehicle accidents than in any other month
in that year.
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It's wonderful to have someone
Mu you to emoy the sante
things, to share secret jokes. to
exchange thoughts inth a gumre, to be so comfortable with
each other It's wonderful to
have you to love. We love you.
Nein Nee, Patricia, mil Sears
Pages

MIKE'S UNION 76 Service
Station, corner of South
4th and Elm will be closed
Easter Sunday. New
hours: 6 a. m.-7 p. m.,
seven days week.
Notice
-Approximately moos sq. ft. of
rental space avadabbe at 2nd
and Poplar Streets Western
Dark Tobacco Packing corp.
Moray,Ky ,Phone 75/ 11.4,

The Murray City School
Lunch Menu for the week for
March 31 through April 4 has
been released as follows:
Monday, March 31—Corn
dogs, Whole kernel corn, Pork
and beans, Cookie, and Milk.
1—
April
Tuesday,
Hamburger steak, Green beans,
Mashed potatoes, Gravy,
Cookie, and Milk.
Wednesday, April 2—Chicken
pot pie, Lettuce leaf, Baked
sweet potatoes, Chocolate cake,
and Milk.
1—
April
Thursday,
Hamburger on bun, French
Donut,
fries, Jello with fruit,
and Milk.
Friday, April 4—Ravioli with
meat sauce, Green peas, Apple
sauce, Peanut butter cookie,
and Milk.
The menu is subject to occasional change, said Margot
McIntosh, luncheon supervisor.

4 Compass
point
5 Cereal grain

3

Happy
Birthday

1..1.11tek Mett1.1.

2 One s rela
tivea
3 Business

6 Care
7 Ancient
8 Physician
UMW)
9 Crown
10 Amuse
11 Pieces Out
16 Toss
17 Small rugs
19 Observes
20 Stokes
21 Vision
22 Not flippantly
23 Omen
25 Lure
27 Chooses
29 High
30 Kitchen uten
Sit

WILL MAN interested in
buying William Jones'
farm at Aline Heights,
please call 753-7494 days
or call 753-7263 nights.

H00L

CrossOvord Puzzler
ACROSS
1 Shell of a

FEEL
LONELY?
Depressed? Dial NEED
753-6333. NEEDLINE.

FRANKFORT, KV-(API
The immediate past chief justice of the Kentucky Court of
Appeals says corrections officials may have too large an influence in parole decisions.
Earl Osborne,special counsel
to the governor's blue ribbon
commission on prisons, said it
might not be advisable to let
"the keeper of the inmates" be
the sole judge of whether they
are ready to go free.
Osborne said that as one solution, the Parole Board might be
given staff to make its own
checks on inmates' progress.
He said a major decision
facing the seven-member
commission — soon to be appointed — is whether the Parole
Board should be more independent of the corrections
department.
Osborne said the commission
should complete its study by
next June.

Consulta nt Says Loud
Music A Health Hazard

THE PHANTOM

—

By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
College students across the
country are crowding economics classes these days to learn
more about recession arid improve their chances of finding a
job after graduation.
An Associated Press spot
check showed enrollment in
'economics and business-related
courses had more than doubled
at some colleges. A few schools
reported an upsurge of interest
by part-time, adult students
seeking help in making money
go further.
Dr. David Kamerschen of the
University of Georgia said 1,097
students are taking economics
courses this year, a 155 per
cent increase over last year's

.„..„
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Mid- vironmental Protection
night. The phone awakened erne responds to each of those
for answers, they're looking for
of the state's division of water emergencies.
jobs," he said. "That's why
Usually when something is
quality emergency procedure
business administration has
team. A train had derailed into .spilled into a stream, the
•
growrisolnacti.-- an eastern Kentueki—sirearn. company involved or the state
"Just as the protests of the
More phone calls. This time to police, who have phone numlate 1960s leveled off, people bethe eastern Kentucky water bers where water quality
gan thinking about where they quality inspectors. Within an personnel can be reached 24
would get their jobs. Areas of hour, a water quality team was hours a day, notifies the
study less likely to lead to solid on the scene.
division. Within a few minutes
employment have been a loser
They were in luck. Little of to a few hours, depending on
and we have grown."
the diesel fuel which ran the where the spill is, water quallly
Registration in general eco- train engines had spilled into experts
clean-up
begin
nomics courses at North- the stream. But, some white procedures.
western University in Chicago material from one of the boxOur action," said Harold
has increased about 50 per cent cars had poured into it.
Snodgrass, director of the water
since the 1971-72 school year.
The water quality team had to quality division, "depends on
The enrollment in the money determine what the white stuff what was spilled. Sometimes we
and banking class has more was. It was hard to see in the know what it was right away.
than doubled, from 104 students dark. Was it toxic? Should Sometimes we have to deterthree years ago to 230 today.
towns downstream be notified mine that ourselves.
Loyola University, also in quickly to close their water
"We attempt to find out the
Chicago, started a new econom- intake valves? How should the substance's toxicity," said
ic course program for arts and white material be trapped and Snodgrass, "see what areas
science students who "wanted handled?
need to be notified, contact the
to take a look into certain parts
This time there was no state fish and wildlife departof our economy.danger. The white stuff was a ment if there is a possibility of a
At Ohio State University, en- car load of dried beans.
fish kill and, if possible, start
economics
_rollment in the basic
There are between 20 and 30 trapping the substance and
20
to
15
up
is
principles course
emergency spills into Kentucky getting it out of the stream.-per cent from last year. "This streams and rivers each year. SnodgrakiSaid large companies
on
attitudes
reflects
definitely
Most of those are the result of usually provide the clean-up
the part of students," said de- transportation
accidents— equipment when they're inCunJohn
chairman
partment
usually train derailments or volved. Otherwise, local
nyngham. "They want to study overturned trucks.
communities or citizens pitch
things relevant to the job marThe division of water quality in.
ket. It used to be they wanted in the Kentucky Department for
emergency
same
The
to study things relevant to Natural Resources and En-- -procedures are followed when
life."

DOES IT BEST
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WATKINS PRODUC7S—
Specials just for jou!
Pickup or free delivery.
Geraldine Mathis, 1705
Keenland. 753-8284.
JACK & JILL — Openings
for children. Infants - 6
years. Drop-in service
753-9922.

6. Help

Wanted

$200.00 WEEKLY possible
stuffing envelop. Send
self-addressed, stamped,
ENenvelope,_ TK
TERPRISE, Box 26 MC
Stanberry Mo. 644892
SOMEONE TO do couage
cleaning at a lakeside
resort. Call 436-5376 or
436-2345.
FULL AND part time
maids needed. Apply 517
South 12th, Murray.

I

Help Wonted

mod

Experienced Body Man.
Apply in person at Trees
Used C-ars, So. 4th St. No
phone calls.

Call
LOP"
soil
with
elec
Big
Cent

MAKE $1.00 per sale
selling engraved metal
social security cards.
Sample and details free.
Write Gregg ProduCI
Box 272-HI, Lexington, N
C.27292.

lb ri
71C1
C012
Pho

NEEDED SOMEONE to
sell Watkins Products
Call 753-5550.

%km
Consultant

.

WES
tab

Experience necessar).
excellent commission,
sales and service at
established clientel in
Calloway County.
Send resume to P. 0.
Box 112, Paris, Tennessee

was

or
9464

WILL
dbne
and
000e
$450

OLD RELIABLE firm
opening branch office in
Kentucky.
Murray,
Seeking ambitious inage
18 and up.
dividuals,
Must have dependable
transportation. For interview, call 753-5982 9 a.
m.-5 p. m.

SAM
see'
tab&
glai
4200

1111
THE
Vac
still
rebu
on n
up
us
Ser
Stro

10. Business Opportur. ty
HOW TO earn money at
home mailing commission circupirs, Excellent profit potential.
Offer details. Rush
stamped, addressed
envelope and 25 cents to:
Bishops, Box 23, Hamlin,
Kentucky 42046.

U. Insurance

41e .9
ISIOW
bus
Gar
hydr
trac
good
$3,00
will
437-4

The sooner you call,
the sooner
it.ra
you save
Phone 753-0489 msuitui

5, Lost And Found
LOST: RED Beagle hound
named Duke. Last seen
Sunday at 1407 Vine. If
seen, call 753-3830.
6. Help Wanted
EXPERIENCED OFFSET
press operator for 17" x
22" press or larger. Four
color process experience
desired but not necessary.
Salary
open.
Good
working conditions and
insurance benefits. Send
resume and
salary
requirements to: P. 0.
Box 32-0, Murray, Kentucky.

Hospital Report
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Kinsey ( mother
Barbara, Rt. 8, Benton_
DISMISSALS
Miss Bonnie J. Smith, 602
Poplar, Murray, Bob L. Fairchild, Rt. 2, Buchanan, Tenn.,
Miss Janet M. Elkins, Rt. 4,
. Benton, Mrs. Thelma L.
Reagan, Rt. 3, Murray, Edward
0. 'Chadwick, 106 S. 12th.,
Murray, Mrs. Melba D.
Burkeen, Rt. 3, Murray, Victor
T. Marshall, 1701 Audobon,
Murray, Bill L. Stockwell, Rt. 8
Tr. 13, Murray, Mrs. Wanda L.
Williams and Baby Boy, Box
334, Benton, Mrs. Rhaonda C.
Rudd, Rt. 8, Benton, Mrs. Lottie
M. Farris, 417 S. 10th., Murray,
Mrs. Inez Waggener, 209 S.
16th., Murray. Mrs. Ola P.
Haneline, Fern Terrace Lodge,
Murray,Elmer W. Rtidolph, Rt.
1, Hardin, Mrs. Moselle H.
Florra, 830 S. 4th, Murray,
Youel_Duncan, Rt. 1, Murray;
Mrs. Katy L. Miller, Rt. 2,
Hazel, CoWC C. Salmon, 1608
ttyan, Murray, Mrs. Mary B.
Ridings, 308 S. 13th., Murray,
Mrs. Luna P. McWane, Box 76,
Hardin.

DINE
cora
te

14 Want To Buy
GOOD USED antenna and
rotary. Call 753-6050 after
5 p. m.

TRF.A
Also
and
long
Tree
Wes
785-f

WANTED: USED
anhydrous amonia tank
or propane tanks. We will
pay $150 for 250 gallon,
$225 for SOO gallon, $350
for 1000 gallon. Proof of
ownership required. Dixie
Gas Company, Parma,
Mo. 63870. Phone 314-3574411.

1

SAILBOAT
WANTED
Want to buy center-board
sloop, about 15 ft. Call 901E42-5345, Paris, Tenn.
COINS—AMERICAN Gold,
silver, or copper. Buy or
sell. Free appraisals.
Paul F. Faivre, 753-9232.
LARGE FARM. Row crop
or cattle. Would buy
whole operation. Call 7532211,Tripp Williams
Realty.
15. Articles

For Sale

bra's Treasure
Hut
Let our Treasure
Be your Pleasure
Aebraits
old aless.
depressi•N
glass.
primitives, *441 weed banana
real•, •seellent readilien.
Wink steeds. Olden cabalists,
its. INey1 Roby Peed, Wed so
P•8042111 wit!' cies.

•
One dills boil of -Farmington between Murray
and Mayfield Hwy 121
°pee Oak 18011.5,1111
CLOSED Setwiley
Sendsy 1.00 5.00

4
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Small Ads...
Big Results!

msible
Send
mped,
EN-

LASSIFIEDADS!

9.
:•ottage
ikeside
376 or

t time
iply 517

15 Articles For Sale

19. Farm Equipment

PAPER BACK books,
mostly romance and
suspense. In excellent
condition, priced 2 for $1.
753-9437.

HARD SURFACE plow BOY'S 10 SPEED bicycle,
points, regular points, $60. Day bed, good condition, $90. Sony TC 366
disc blades, cultivator
open reel tape deck, $100.
shovels, chisel points
Two Sansui SP 2000
Vinson Tractor Company.
speakers, $125. Call 753753-4892.
2932
NEW AND used John
Deere planters, AllisChalmers hard land FIREWOOD, $111 per rick,
delivered. 753-0271.
planter. Vinson Tractor

W1 FORD TRACTOR, 62
model, power steering.
Call 751.5566.

]Man.
Treas
St No

LOFTY PILE, free from
soil is the carpet cleaned
with Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer $1.
Big K, Belaire Shopping
Center.

sale
metal
cards
Is free.
'oductaf
;ton,
r

Company, 753-4892.

27. Mobile Home Sales

i6 Home Furnisnings
7111 CUBIC FOOT, six door
commercial freezer
Phone 753-8786.

NE to
oducts.

DINETTE SET, excellent
condition. Call 753-6171
after 5 p. m.
WESTINGHOUSE, portable or built-in dishwasher, hardly used. $75
or best offer. Call 7539464.

:ssary,
ission,
ce at
tel in
P. 0.
Ten-

WILLIAMS DARK pine,
dining table (42" x 70")
and chairs. Used only
once. Perfect condition.
9450. Call 7531261.

firm
iffice in
itucky.
ous inand up.
endable
For in5982 9 a.

BAMBOO-TWO
piece
sectional with corner
table, swivel chair, large
glass top cocktail table,
2200. 753-9231.

17 Vacuum Cleaners
ortur. ty

THE SALE is over at Kirby
Vacuums. But you can
still have your old Kirby
rebuilt for $26. Trade-ins
on new iCirbys are worth
up to $811 Come in and see
us soon. Kirby Sales &
Services, 500 Maple
Street, 753-0359.

oney at
COM-

rs, Exotential.
Rush
lressed
:ents to:
Hamlin,

19 Farm Equipment
421 JOHN DEERE with
plow, disc, cultivator, and
bushog, good shape.
Garden tractor with
hydralic lift. 10 H. P. Case
tractor with 42" mower,
good shape. Will take
$3,000 for everything or
will sell separate. Call
437-4644.

a call,

1,374

MY and
050 after

TREATED FENCE posts.
Also treated barn poles
and lumber. 5 x 5s and
long lengths. Poplar Bluff
Treating Co., Highway 60
West, 314-998-2555 or 314785-0700.

USED
us tank
. We will
I gallon,
Ion, $350
Proof of
ed. Dixie
Parma,
314-357-

LEc.`etv
,...cat

ANTED.
cr-board
Call 901fenn.

vni,t Rine

„PI
•

AN Gold,
. Buy or
,raisals.
753-9232.

•

tow crop
Id buy
Call 753Filliams

IP

017

hree Pack Poly Ba
Three standard cassettes
packed in Poly Bag "The
world wide leader in tape
sound value.'

1 69

Save 30'
Also available in 30.90,120 minutes

811MCK

illfe

INFLATION
FIGHTER'S
Not 1, but 3
80 Minutes

I, signori
s gloss.
d
coliasots,
hIsalea

oP4iv-43.71.

of -Fora Murray
y I 27

Where one is 62 or over. If your
net worth W less than 85,000 not
counting furniture or car and
qualify, the government will pay.
•large portion of your monthly
rental New 1 and 2 bedroom
apartments in Murray Manor,
Central air conditioning and
heat, stove, refrigerator and
water furnished

Murray Manor Apts.
Diu9vid Drive 753-8668
36 For Rent Or Lease

For Lease
Service
Station
Major Oil
Company in
Murray

Call
753-2432

Another View

EASTER RABBITS. $2.00$2.50. 753-3063.
BOXER PUPPY, three
months old. Call 753-0138.

37. Livestock

Supplies

--PUREBRED CHAROL1AS
• bulls for sale. Robert H
Smith Chan:Inas Farm,
Mayfield, Ky. 247-2426,

TV Service Center
Central ShoppingCenter

753-5865

EASTER BUNNIESpriced to sell Purebred
black and white Dutch
435-42 or 435.4470

49. Used Cars & Trucks

51. Services Offered

51 Services Offered

073 CHEVROLET Custom
10 pickup. Long wheel
base. 22,000 miles. $2,000
Call 753-3418.

ROY HARMON'S Carpenter Shop I old ice
plant).
Complete
remodeling and repairs,
cabinets, paneling, doors,
formica work, finish
carpentry, contracting.
Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
nights

CONTACT SCHOLAR
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 3548161 after 7 p. m.

50. Campers
AKC
MINIATURE
DACHSHUND puppies,
champion blood lines,
black and tan, male, four
months old, $75. Red
male, six weeks old, $60.
Pedigree free with each
puppy. Call 527-9700.

1974- 22' AVENGER travel
trailer, sleeps seven, bath
with shower, completely
self-contained,
pressurized
water
system. Phone 753-4494
after 5 p. m.

3'2.9

"(OUR OUEST1ON, SUSAN, 15 IT FOR
'(OUR it:DLUMN, OR OFF 71-iE RECORD?"
44 lots For Cale
--FOR
RENT
Private lot on Roberts
Este Le, 100 x 200 ft $30 per
month. Hook-up for
trailer. Call 753-9143 after
2 p. m. or 753-4655

46. Homes For Sale
RUSTIC TWO bedroom
house, completely carpeted, sunken living room
with fireplace, marble
bath, kitchen with stove,
refrigerator, and dishwasher. Large utility,
garage, lots of closets.
One acre wooded lot. Five
miles west of Murray. 4892340.

WILSON INSURANCE,
Real Estate, and Auction
at 202 South 4th Street,
invites you to call 753-3263
or see Ron Talent, Loretta
Jobs, or Ronnie Pea for
real estate.
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore
has
five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years exclusive real estate experience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
E-STATE.

THREE BEDROOM,living
room, den and kitchen,
two
baths,
large
recreation room. For
more information, call
489-2324.

112 NORTH lath Good
frame six room home
with carport. immediate
occupancy. Priced to sell.
Call Moffitt Realty, 7533597 or evenings John
Gingles 753-3805 for more
information.

FRAME HOCSE and five
acres land West of
Midway_ Call 492-8729
after 5 p. m

NICE TWO bedroom house
at 1416 Vine, ideal for
young couple or elderly
couple. 753-9761.
NEW HOUSE for sale in
Gatesborough. 1s story
contempory styled. Four
bedrooms, 3 baths. Many
extras in house, including
Cathedral ceiling,
balcony, central vac and
intercom. Call 753-9208.

For Sale By Owner
Lakefront Nome
Booldifol Floorma view all
Ky. lake located at sow* of
111141041 Ohm .itt 140" of Who
riossiiori
trawler. This hors
tra • restrichad let, olmost
oars largo corrirod writ neon,
from. For OM hems of you.
dreams is oho Ender Woo
Argo.

Call 753-98684 to 5 days
753-6145-6 to 10 night.
PRICE IN MID 20's.

47. Motorcycles
1974 750 HONDA, lots of
extras, extra sharp. Call
753-0530

FOUR 14" mag type wheel
covers, $20 Also Gabriel
air shock with hoses, $10.
436-2336 after 6 p. m.

49. Used Cars & Trucks
THREE BEL),BOOM brick,
four years old. 1317 Kirkwood Drive Phone 7537218.

wo bedroom brick muss prosoady
d...coistr•Ilt located Naar
sienna',
clivelies,
mod
itosaitol - $21,700
Across frogs Robroasa School-Throe
' - hotbs, ItitchooMa. carpeted tlirosighowt. footed
yard...priced In die 70's.
If sworn. tired of renting, hero is •
throe bosh... bock, hro bid%
bean-appreFamately OM
cr. f
only $23,000
trio Aerisreis
Evart Der,
Wilson Real Wats
1263

It's Great!
It's Beautiful!
Ws

46. Homes For Sale

BY OWNER - Three FOR SALE or trade-two
bedroom,
trail bikes. One 250 cc and
newly
one 175 cc. Leather pants
redocrated inside and out,
new carpeting, on acre
and jacket, Motocross
boots. 753-8786.
lot. One car garage. Two
miles from Miirray. Call
for appointment. Call 75348. Automotive Service
4931.

It's Practical!

38. Pets • Supplies

4

38 Pets Supplies

LIKE NEW, 1971 model G
FURNISHED
Gleaner combine 130, 23.1 10 x 42
mobile home, 42000. Call
x 30 tires, cab, header
753-3709 or 928-2401,
controls, reel lift, chopper
641 PET SHOP. Poodle
Srnithland.
and No. 435 corn unit,
puppies, Labrador
corn unit has harvested 80
Retrievers, Irish Setters.
acres and combine 500. MOBILE HOME, 12 a 60,
Baby chicks and ducks.
Must be seen to ap753-1862.
all electric, carpeted,
preciate. Also 12 other
built-ins, Real nice. Call
used combines. Freeman
THREE BLACK AKC
436-5535.
Machinery Co., Highway
German Shepherds. Ages
51, Troy, Tennessee.
six weeks to lk's years old.
12 x 47 TWO bedrooms all _ Have been shown and
'electric, central' airplaced. Bred for large
SUPER A Farman and
conditioning,and heating.
size and good tem$3000 or best offer. See at
equipment Call 753-7975.
peraments. 502-362-4764
No. 31 Grogan Mobile
Homes
(highway
94).
20 Sports Equipment
SIAMESE CAT, four
months, male, house
14' POLARCRAFT boat 29 Mobile Home Rentals
trained, declawed, has
with trailer, 35 H. P.
had shots. 753-9844.
Evinrude motor Call 753- TWO NEW 1975 all electric
7648.,
homes, central heating, PARADISE
KENNELS.
water and garbage pickup
Boarding and grooming.
8 x 25 PONTOON with 35 H.
furnished. Located Ps
Pick up and delivery
P. Mercury motor with
mile east of Murray. Will
service now available.
electric starter. $40. 753be available third week in
Call 743-4106.
6215.
April. Couples only. Call
753-8835 for appointment.
41 Public Sales
15' RUNABOUT Speed
Liner boat, 40 H. P. TWO BEDROOM, airSALE-901
Evinrude motor, trailer.
conditioned, one mile out CARPORT
Sunny Lane, 9-5, Friday
916 North 18th, Murray.
of city limits on 121 South,
and Saturday. Furniture.
$75 monthly, $50 deposit.
Ladies', children's, and
Call 753-€649. If no anSEARS TENT, sleeps six,
baby clothes. Bassinet,
swer, call 753-3175.
needs zipper, $50. Pool
movie camera,radio, etc.
table, $175. 1962 Ford,
$200. 436-2205 after 5 p. m. TWO BEDROOM, all 43 Real Estate
electric, trailer. Water
and garbage pickup THE QUALIFIED per22. Musical
furnished. 753-9772.
sonal at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
PIANO TUNING, repair
For
Rent
Apartments
32
to you regarding your
and rebuilding, prompt
Real Estate needs. Our
service. Rebuilt pianos
MANOR
All
MURRAY
time is your time. Give us
for sale. Ben Dyer 753new, all electirc, una call or drop by the office
8911.
furnished one and two
at 901 Sycamore Street,
bedroom apartments. On
753-7724.
24. Miscellaneous
Duiguld Road, just off 641
North. 753-8668.
DO YOU need a good two
8 H. P. RIDING mower
bedroom
house
one year old,air cut, 4340. ONE BEDROOM
unreasonably priced? If so,
Call 753-3724.
furnished apartment for
convenient
house
this
rent See at 602 Poplar
located on US 641 at South
Street
BUY EARLY, complete
Hazel, Tenn. is the one.
line of garden seeds at
Can be bought with a low
Murray Ford tractor, UNFURNISHED
TWO
down payment and owner
Highway 94 East.
bedroom duplex, near
financing.
John
C.
university.
Deposit
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
required. 753-5421 after 5
PLANTS FOR saleMain St., Murray, Ky.,
p. m.
tomatoes,
peppers,
502) 753-0101 or 753-7531.
marigolds, petunias, etc.
Azalia and other shrubs.
21.1 ACRES just north of
Sawmill lumber, com- LARGE FURNISHED two
Kirksey, great building
apartment.
One
bedroom
post, at Old Murray
$5000.
site
only
Inquire
apartment.
small
Sawmill, 753-4147.
Gatesborough-nice lot
at Kelley's Pest Control,
$3750. Highway 641 North,
100 South 13th Street.
lot for $3500. In city, lots
for $3200 and $4300. Many
lake lots available. Call
Moffitt Realty, 753-3597
RETIRED COUPLES

Reg. sl .99 $

ure

24 Miscellaneous

Marble!!
From

INTERNATIONAL
1964
Travelall. Four wheel
drive. Good condition.
$400. 7534703 after 4 p. m.
.1972 CHEYANNE Pickup,
power steering, brakes
and air conditioning,
39,000 miles, $2500.00 Call
436-2564.
1963 VW, good condition,
$300. Days phone 753-7856
or after 5 p m call 4362568.
1972 DATSUN pickup 1600.
Factory air. Topper.
Reduced to $1750. 7538133.
TAKE OVER payments,
1974 Chevy pickup, 19,000
miles, one owner, six
cylinder, straight shift
Phone 489-2199,
1963 CHEVROLET II
Nova,good condition. Call
437-4617.

WE WILL BUY-good used
-campers and travel
Contact
trailers.
Arrowhead
Camper
Sales, Highway 80 E.,
247Mayfield, Kentucky.
.
• 8187.
CAMP-A-RAMA
Sales,
Coachman, Trail Star,
Fold down, unique, _Good
used trailers, kt mile east
of 68 and 641 intersection.
Draffinville, Ky. Phone
527-7807.

Mane /53 019

WO

.
Mee,

WILL REPAIR guns, or old
work
All
clocks.
guaranteed. Call 492-8869.

SHIR-CAR

WELDING:
efficient-it/Gil wimpy, boy will
fabrication or repair.
now yards. call 753-6736.
Now is the time to
prepare for spring. Free
estimates. Pick up and WILL FILL out income tax
reports. T.W. Crawford,
delivery on request.
attorney. 1107 Olive
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Street. 753-1690.
Call 753-0866.

Small

but

51 Services Offered
ELECTROLUX SALES &
Service Write C. M.
Sanders, Box 213 Murray
or call 1-382-2468, Farmington.
JERRY'S REFINISHING
and Custom Built Furniture, six miles south of
Murray on Highway 641.
Jerry McCoy, Owner
(502) 492-8837.
PAINTING,
SPRAY
commercial, residential.
Free estimates. Call 7537915.

'1973 two tea Chevrolet truck, 102 cabbed axle, 350
engine, 23,000 miles.
'1971 Chevrolet two ton truck, 102 cabbed axle, 350
with bed engine.
•1970 Chevrolet two ton truck, 86" cabbed axle, 350
minor, 61,000 miles
THE PRICE IS RIGHT!
See Carl Howard
Isis Despoil Dm.or P1.4641 7$3-0176 or eight 7534116

ELECLICENSED
TRICIAN- Prompt,
efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White. 753-0605.
GUTTERING -SEARS all
aluminum seamless
gutters with baked on
white or colored enamel.
Call Larry Lyles at 7532310 for free estimate.

1409 Dudley Drive
2950 Sq. Ft. in this Quality Built 3 bedroom home offered by

WINDOW CLEANING and
carpet cleaning service.
12 years experience. Free
estimates. Call 753-3351.
EXPERIENCED
PAINTER will do interior or
exterior work by the hour
or job. 432e4480.
JOHN
HUTCHENS'
Plumbing and Electric
Repair Service. No jobs
too
small.
436-5642
anytime during day.
BUSHHOGGING, PLOWING, landscaping, gravel
hauling. Mrytle Brenneman, Potter-town Road,
436-2540.

What's Easter
Breakfast
-) Without
'Country Ham
Come See the Ham Tree at

Gibson Locker Plant
107 No. 3rd Street

EXPERIENCED
ROOFER will do house
and furnish shingles for
$25.00 per square. Will
also do patch jobs. Phone
492-8829.
WORK.
CARPENTRY
Remodeling, room additions, any type of home
improvements. Free
estimates. 436-5840.
ALUMINUM SERVICE
CO.-Siding, carports,
awnings, patio covers
Will Ed Bailey, 492-8897 or
Bobby Lawrence 492-8879
('ON GENERAL
Storage
TRACTORS.
sheds up to 12 x 30, lake
cabins 24 x 24, gravel
hauling and driveways.
South of Murray to Paris
Landing. Lakeland
Construction. 436-2503
•

Thornton Tile
81 Marble

D. C'S ROOFING-new
roofs, rercsafs, repairs. All
work guaranteed. 4374760.

PASCHALL PLUMBING &
Well pump
Electirc
repair service Call 7535674.

All electric with 2 car attached garage.3 Bedrooms,
2 complete ceramic tile baths, formal living and
dining room, with large family room with fireplace,
utility room, kitchen with built-ins and private office in garage. Can assume Pa per cent mortgage,
30 days possession.

Call 753-7241 after 6:00 p.m.
The Gibson County Polled
Hereford Club, Inc.
5th Annual Sale
Gibson County Fair-grounds heated sale
pavilion
Trenton, Tennessee
Saturday, April 5, 1975
12:30 p.m.

GET YOUR lawn mowers
repaired now in time fix
gerytee Age Bulls - 27 -Females ir (lows with
spring.. Fix mowers. foto- -ralvev at qsde
tillers,'and small engines
$25.10 Attwaksons Prise wed 52000 lot Priss
4365825.
For Information contact

TRUCK BEDS. Grain
trutki.
TH tractor.
1975 GMC with roll back
.• bed and winch. 1973 GMC
pickup. 1960 Chevrolet
pickup. 1974 Grand Prix
SS. May see at Ashland SMALL DOZER jobs.
Phone 753-7370 after I p.
Station in Coldwater
Phone 4199-2299 or 247-3895

KM Was Sonic*
M.S. "hoar Mao.,Sok Marsogor
limo 1 Ph. *111 .71A- I 344 Troths., Tom 113.12
Food MI S. geolloblo an hirgroisods
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Grace Baptists To

11)21ths and Funerals I Hear Bro. Burpoe
Services Held For
Patricia Byerley

Harvey Dixon
Dies Today At
_Local _Hospital
Harvey Dixon, 68, Kirksey
Route One, died at two a. m.
today at the Murray-Calloway
County HospitaL
Dixon is survived by the
widow, Virginia Irvan Dixon;
one son, Lyman, Route One,
Kirksey; one sister, Mrs. Pearl
Batts, St. Louis; one sister-inlaw, Mrs. Charlie Dixon, 1005
Vine; one brother, Jim Dixon;
and four grandchildren.
Funeral services will be at 11
a. m. Monday at the Max
Churchill Funeral Home, and
burial will be in the West Fork
Cemetery. Friends may call
after six p. m. today at the
funeral home.

Services for Patricia Ellen
Byeriey. four-month-old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Arlie
Byerley Jr. of West Viola, were
held Friday at two p. m. at the
Roy M. Lowe Funeral Home at
Lowes.
Rev. J. W. Crowley officiated
and burial was in Liberty
Cemetery in Graves County.
Besides her parents, the baby
is survived by a sister, Rena
Waters Byerley of West Viola;
her paternal grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. Arlie Byerley of West
Viola, and her maternal
grandparents, Earl Waters of
Murray and Mrs. Theressa
King of Hickory Rt. 2.

Tax Cut. . .

Funeral Is Sunday
For Mrs. Elkins

For Services

The Grace Baptist Church,
South Ninth Street, will have
special Easter services on
Sunday, March 30, with the
pastor, Rev. R. J. Burpoe, as
the speaker.
"Resurrection" will be the
subject of the sermon at the
10:45 a. m. services with the
scripture from John 20:1-10.
The Adult Choir, directed by
Leland Peeler with Mrs.. Keith
Downey as pianist and Dwane
Jones as organist, will sing
"Why Should He Love Me So."
-View Point of Man" will be
the subject of the evening •
worship at seven p. m. with his
scripture from Matthew 3:1-12.
Singing will start at 6:30 p. to
and the Youth Choir, led to
Ronnie Rickman, will sing at
DONATIONS — Rotary Club President Ted Ballston presented two checks for donations
the evening service.
from the Murray Rotary Club at the organization's meeting this week Checks were presented
Sunday School will be at 945 from Rotary to the NIEDUNE and the Red Cross fund drive. Accepting a check for the NEEDLINE
a. in Sunday.
is Rev. David Roos, right. At left is John Williams, president of the Greater Paducah Chamber of
Commerce, who told Rotarians that the time has come for "Jackson Purchase unit, for
economic and cultural growth

SAI.T LAKE CITY ( Al' — tin Evans, a young Idaho father
Idaho potato farmers plan a who went home with an 80giveaway of 100,000 pounds of pound sack from, the Boise
potatoes in a parkinj lot today, giveaway 00 rrick...;
continuing a protest of low
He was among scores
prices that started with a four- people who brought plastic
hour free-for-all in Boise, Ida- bags, gunny sacks, cardboard
ho.
boxes and garbage cans for the
"I love baked potatoes, and handout.
we'll have fried potatoes every
In addition to the protest,
morning and french fries any farmers have been dumping
time we want them,- said Mar- two million pounds of potatoes
a day — either by feeding them
to cattle or unloading them in
remote areas — to ease the
surplus, said Del Ray Holm, a
protest leader. He said the nationwide surplus has been estimated at 2 billion pounds.
Salt lake City Mayor Conrad
Harrison said he gave perMethodist
United
First
The
mission for the giveaway here
Church will hear Dr. James A. but asked that it be in the parkFisher, Sr., minister, speak at ing lot near the police station in
both the 8:45 and 10:50 a.m. case there were crowd-control
worship services on Sunday, problems.
March 30.
The farmers want the govern"Too Good To Be True" will ment to send dehydrated pobe the subject of the sermon tatoes for the needy-in Asia and
with his text from Luke 24:1-12. Africa, Holm said Agriculture
Carol Thompson will sing a officials "asked us to produce
solo,"Take My Mother Home," more last year to feed a starvat both morning services.
ing world, and we're going
The Chancel Choir will sing broke as a result."
the anthem, "He Is Risen" by
FRESHMEN — All A's — Paul Shahan, at the 10:50 a.m. Holm said the farmer gets
about $1.25 per hundredweight
Sheila Darnell, Gail Tucker.
service with Mrs. James
All A's and B's — Truman Diuguid as soloist. Richard for No. 1 potatoes that are
Anderson, Danny Armstrong. Farrell will be the director with being sold for 25 cents per
pound in Salt Lake City stores.
Gail Brame. John Brinkley, Mrs. Farrell as organist.
Supermarkets have advertised
Lisa Cleaver, Luana Colson,
Church School will be held some potatoes for as low as 10
Lerma Duke, Betsy Easley, between the morning services.
pounds for 39 cents.
Karen Edwards, Rita Edwards,
The Senior High United
Tammy Feltner, Nada Frazier,
Evans said his 80-pound sack
Methodist Youth Fellowship
Geneva Garland, Gina Gentry,
will meet for recreation by Rev. should feed himself and 10 relaSandra Hale, Tammy Haley, Mickey Carpenter at six p.m. tives for more than a week and
Jeffrey Harper, Brenda Hicks, followed by the program by at the same time help Idaho.
Denise Howard, Kevin Hutson, Jane Suffill, Liz Hendon will
'This might show some other
Susan Imes, Rex Jackson, lead recreation at six p.m. for states that instead of riots and
Laura Jarrett, Kim Kemp, the Junior High UMYF with the burning, there are other ways
Cindy Lassiter, Susan Lewis, program to follow. Supper for to do things and accomplish
Randy McCallon, Suzanne both groups will be by Roy and some good things in the procOrten, Patricia Phillips, Mitzi Glenda Smith at seven p.m.
ess," he said.
Peddick, Connie Smith, Rick
The Administrative Board
The farmers originally
Irene
Steen,
Spann, Lorraine
will meet Wednesday at 6:30
Stunson, Mitzi Todd, Alesa p.m. in the social hall for a planned to burn the potatoes.
Idaho Gov. Cecil Andrus asked
Walker, Teressa Vance.
dinner meeting.
that they be given to the poor.

(Continued from Page n
very bad things," and said his
decision would be a "tough
call."
Most Republican congression—Ir
Deira
The funitial,tes;
President
Susie) Elkins of Dexter will be al leaders urged the
the
held Sunday at one p. m. instead to veto the bill, contending
Special dedication services of
and
of two p.m. at the chapel of the tax reduction is too large
un- the Carillon that has been
Max Churchill Funeral Home the measure has too many
amendments. presented to the First Christian
with Bro. John L. Hicks of- satisfactory
House Minority Leader John J. Church in memory of Stephen
Calloway County High Honor Teresa Todd, Leah Vance, Jean
ficiating.
Michael Underwood will be held Roll for the third nine weeks Walker, Allison Wilferd, Steven
Burial will be in the Stewart Rhodes predicted Thursday
at the morning worship services includes one-hundred and Williams, Susan Williams,
Cemetery. Friends may_ealLat_ there would be a veto.
_
--liessen said Ford is confident on Sunday, March 30, at 10745 seventy-three students, ac- Cheryl YanCy.
the funeral home.
a.m.
JUNIORS — All A's — Linda
cording to the school principal,
Mrs. Elkins, age 63, died that a veto would be sustained
Robert Underwood,brother of Ron McAlister.
Avery, Danny Brittain, Kathy
Thursday at the Benton by Congress, which passed the
bill Wednesday night before Stephen, will give the Trumpet
The principal said thirty-four Calhoun, Theresa Dover, Cathy
Municipal Hospital.
Flourish for the dedication.
made all A's and one-hundred Easley, Randy Herndon, Kathy
She is survived by her starting an Easter recess.
Easter lilies have been and thirty-nine made all A's and Jackson, Judy Kimbro, Rodney
Budget Director James T.
husband, three daughters, Mrs.
on
presented for the service
Jones, Peggy Rogers, Sherry
B's.
Polly Chadwick, Mrs. Linda Lynn said, "If you take the resin memory of Dr.
Students making the honor Snyder, Donna Tabers, Vickie
/Shut,and Mrs. Mildred Thorn; cissions and deferrals the Con- Sunday
0.
and
L.
F.
Blackburn,
Walter
roll are listed alphabetically by Weatherford.
four sons, Franklin, Russell, gress has refused to go along
BW Graham, Mr. grade as follows:
All A's and B's — Pat Adams,
Bill, and Alvin Wayne Elkins; with, the increased size of the 0. Dublin,
Jr.,
Overbey,
M.
L.
Mrs.
SENIORS — All A's —Robin Cindy Bailey, Kathie Broach,
three sisters, three brothers, tax bill, and spending bills and
Kirk
Varey,
Hale
Muriel
Mrs.
which are steaming along the
Bryan, Narita Cassity, Anita Hesse Buchanan, Rhonda
and eighteen grandchildren
track, the budget deficit for Pool, Leonard D. Whitmer, Chaney, James Mack Harris, Burkeen, Greg Byars, Deborah
and
Jones,
Clyde
Boom,
Glenda
1476 will be $100 billion."
Dale Mathis, Brenda Outland, Bynum, Gene Cleaver, Regina
Alene Cook, Debbie Dowdy, Teresa
Under new legislation, Presi- Stephen Michael Underwood. Martha
Outland,
pastor,
Roos,
C.
David
Dr.
to
Erwin, Mike Farris, Douglas
dent Ford has attempted
Paschall, Rhonda Towery.
trim spending by proposing res- will speak on the subject, "You
All A's and B's — Janet Ar- Holt, Becky Imes, Cheryl
cissions or deferrals of congres- Can't Get Rid of Easter," at the
Rick Barrow, Michael Lewis, Martha McCallon, Diane
Mrs. Katie Snyder Turner, sionally approved appropria- services with the Chancel Choir, nold,
Patsy Burkeen, Vicky McCuiston, Don McCuiston,
Black,
age 80, Alma Route One, died tions, but Congress has rejected directed by Mrs. William Porter
Janet Byerly, Teresa Moody, Ron Outland,
Butterworth,
Friday at 3:30 p. m. at the most of these.
with Gary Galloway as Gary Cavitt, Ronda Clark, Rita Kevin Penick, Tommy Riley,
Shady Lawn Nursing Home in
Because of the threat of a organist, to sing the anthem, Dawson, Craig Dowdy, Debbie Pat Robertson, Kathy Scott, Joe
Cadiz.
huge federal deficit, con- "He is Our King" by Davis.
Garrett, Larry Geib, Margaret Dan Taylor, Cindy Thornton,
late
She was the widow of the
Steve Shaw will be the wor- Greer, Mary E. Fitzhtigh, Bonnie Smith, Russell Voble.
servatives in the Republican
in
died
Breford Turner, who
party have advised a veto. A ship leader with Betsy Gore and Robert Hargrove, Cheryl
SOPHOMORES — All A's —
June, 1974.
few moderates and liberals in Joanna Fleming as candle
Letterman, Kevin Bowen, Terri Erwin,
two both parties have joined in lighters. Elders will be Del Jackson, Kent
Survivors include
Letterman, Lenora Regina Hopkins, Linda Mcdaughters, Mrs. Owen Downs of warning that the tax cut is so Fleming and Preston Holland. Timothy
Lovett, Dawn McCuiston, Colston, Steve McCuiston,
Alma; Mrs. ,Ella Cross of large it will fuel inflation.
Deacons will be Jim Clopton, James McCuiston, Steve Mc- Linda Miller, Teri Morris, Gail
Garden City Mich.; four sons,
Other White House sources Terry Hart, Mike Holton, Fred
Mark Miller, LaRhea Smotherman, Sheri Thomas,
Coen, Route Seven Benton; said it could be political suicide McCord, Ron Mitchell, and Cuiston,
Sharon Mohler, Denise Lisa Turner.
Hezzie, Route Two; Noble of for Ford, who plans to run for Auburn Wells. Greeters will be Miller,
All A's and B's — Donna
Vicki Nance, Hazel
Hardin; and Raymond of a full presidential term next Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Robbins and Morton,
Adams,
Pritchett, Glenda Roberts, Pam Adams, Rhonda
Murray; one sister, Mrs. Mary
Roberts.
year, to veto the bill. They say Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Robertson, Ralph Rogers, Rodney Adams, Susie Adams,
Colson of Dexter; three half that lower taxes are popular
at
meet
will
Squad
The God
Marvin Sympson, Scotty Beavers, Debbie Brooks,
sisters, Mrs. Ernest Jones of with the public, which has 4:30 p.m. and The Others at 6:30 Renee Slecld,
David Leanne Brown, Cristi Bucy,
Sympson,
Hammond, Ind.; Mrs. Ada come to expect some kind of p.m. on Sunday with supper for Paula
Thomason, Gary: Thurmond, Harold Bury, Terry Byerly,
Futrell of Cadiz; Mrs. Velda
be
p.m.
to
six
at
both
Compton, Christi
tax relief.
Terry
Oakley of Dearborn, Mich.; two
Conaway, Debbie Chadwick.
•
a
half-brothers Ray and Roy
Amy Curry, Terry Clark
Snyder of Cadis; 16 grandDeborah Eldridge, Jill Fallwell,
children and 12 greatCandy Hargis, Gay Howard,
grandchildren.
Kevin Lovett, Margaret McFuneral services are inCallen, Tony McClure, Marilyn
call
complete; friends may
McKenzie, Patricia Melvin,
Max
p.
the
at
in.
after one
WARREN, Ark.(AP) — Na- sealed off by guardsmen.
provide shelter for the home- Janet Murdock, Tammy
Home.
Funeral
Churchill
tional Guardsmen patrolled deElectricity was out and tele- less.
Outland, Tammy Overby,
bris-strewn streets today to phone service was sporadic
Deputy Coroner Robert Gate- Teresa Paschall, Candace
prevent looting following a tor- early today. A State Police
wood identified one of the dead Ramsey, LaDonne Roberts,
LAKE DATA
nado that authorities said killed communications unit had been
as Ellis Clanton, a mill em- Bryan Scott, John Sanders,
Kentucky Lake, 7a. m. 360.7, five
persons and injured abbot dispatched and Southwestern
ploye at the Potlatch Co. lum- Rhonda Stone, Vanessa Stone,
up 0 3.
60 others.
ber products plant which was Pam Story, Donna Smith, Shea
Bell Telephone Co. was operBelow dam 335.5, up 0.4.
Lt.
Col.
Jerry
Richardson of ating on battery power await- damaged extensively. The other Sykes, Renee Thompson, Renee
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 360.7, the
Arkansas National Guard ing the arrival of an emergency
victims were not immediately Tobey, Pamela J. Todd,
up 0.2.
said three city blocks sustained generator from Little Rock.
identified.
Pamela M. Todd, Dan Watson,
Below dam 343.8, up 0.5.
extensive
property
damage
The sound of the tornado's Leslie Wilferd, Cindy Williams.
The YMCA and National
Sunset 7:15 p. in. Sunrise 6:47 from the twister
Friday night. Guard armory were opened to
terror
approach held a special
a. m.
He said the city had been
for older Warren residents. On
Jan. 3, 1949, a tornado hit Warren, killing 55 persons.
Friday night's twister struck
first about two miles west of
Warren, destroying a farm implement dealership. It then
skipped into the southern part
of town, dropping down for
Sundays 11 a. m. to 7 p. m.
Bro. John Dale will be the
The First Baptist Church will about a third of a mile.
speaker at the 10:40 a. in. and
Lunch B. Dinner
have regular worship services
Joe Taylor, who was visiting six p. m. services on Sunday,
Entree Includes:
on Sunday, March 30, with the at the home of Jane Atkins,
pastor, Rev. Richard E. said the house "just dis- March 30, at the Seventh and
Soled your choice of mffrts and three vegetables only
Walker, speaking at both ser- integrated" as the occupants Poplar Church of Christ.
The song service will be
s2.&19
vices.
watched.
directed by Jerry golls and the
At the morning service the
Next door to the Atkins
Children under 12 —s1.50
ordinance of The Lord's Supper home, a two-story frame house announcements will 'be by
Tommy Carraway.
will be observed.
that had been converted into
I. Baked Turkey and Dressing
"If I Preach Not The Gospel"
Special music will be apartments burned. No fire in2. Baked Ham with Orange Sauce
will be the morning sermon
presented by the Adult Choir, juries were reported. The
cause topic with the scripture from I
3, Roast Round of Beef-Italian Style
directed by W. Rudolph of the fire was unknown
Corinthians 9:16-19 to be read
Howard, minister of music,
Mayor John Frazier of War- by Walter Conner. Alvin
with Mrs. John Bowker as ren said he was asleep when
organist. Their selections will the tornado struck. He said that Chapman and Roy Harman will
Vegtabls1. Cheese Sauce
Broccoli with
lead in prayers.
be "When I Survey the Won- when his wife
with
White
woke him he ran
Potatoes
Sauce
Now
2. Whole
The evening sermon topic will
drous Cross," "I Walked Today into his patio and
the
watched
Squash
3. Bettered
be "Are' You Living The
Where Jesus Walked," and storm destroy a
restaurant
4. Baked Apples
Abundant Life?" with Bob
"Low In The Grave He lay." about 100 yards away_
LaMastus to read the scripture
Owen Billington, deacon of
Capt. Bill Lawson of the state from John 10:7-10. Prayers will
Dessert
the week, G. T. Moody, minister
military department said there
Fresh Strawberry Pie
be led by Gene Jones and Jim
of education, and Edward T. were reports of
several fires in Gough.
Poach Cobbler
Walsh, minister of youth, will the city after
the storm hit the
Presiding for the Lord's
assist in theiervices.
city of 6,500. He said he did not
Supper will be Carmon Graham
Volunteer nursery workers know if the
fires had been and Kenneth Grogan.
for Sunday morning will be Mrs. caused by
downed power lines
You Can Eat
Bernice Wisehart, Max
Wilburn Farris, Mrs. Don Alley, or
lightning.
Walker, Joe Thornton. and Ed
Mrs. Glen Hodges, Mrs. James
Another twister struck south West will serve on the ExO, Lite Beans
Rogers, Mr. and Mrs. Charles of El Dorado near
the Loui- tension Department.
le Slaw, French Fries
Holland, Mrs. Bobby Malone, siana line earlier in
the eveish Puppies
Members of the church atan
Mrs.and
Charles
McDaniel,
letr.
mrs. jim Rodolph.
fling, ripping the roofs from tended the Christian Youth
lathe houses, but there were no Forum held at Columbus, Miss.,
Glen Grogan, Paul Lyons, reports .of injuries
Friday and Saturday. "My God
Gus Robertson, Jr Edgar
And I" was the theme with
Shirley, and Jamie Washer
According to the Veteran'e
speakers being Mack Wayne
Court Square Murray
have been elected by the
Administration, North Dakota's
Danny Cottrell, and .Jim
congregation to serve on the
$1,600 is the highest state bonus Craig,
Bill McInteer
pulpit committee
paid Vietnam era veterans

Dedication To
Be Sundayikt
First Church

Idaho Potato Farmers
Plan Spud Giveaway
or

Dr. James Fisher
Speaker At First
Methodist Church

Third Nine Weeks Honor Roll Is
Released,Calloway High School

Mrs. Katie Turner
Dies Friday, Cadiz

Five Killed As Tornado Strikes
Small Town Of Warren Arkansas

Rudy's Restaurant
Open

Regular Services

Bro. John Dale To

At First Baptist

Speak At Church
Of Christ Here

Church On Sunday

Fo
bill
Pe(
tle
TOP DEALER IN UNITED STATES — Bill Adams, center, was presented with awards recently
from being named the top Singer dealer in the nation. From left are John Burch, regional
dealers sales manager, Adams, Ed Edwards, dealer supervisor for the Indianapolis district.
Adams operates four sewing centers in Murray, Union City, Benton and Fulton. He was named
as the top dealer in Singer machines out of over 1,200 dealers nationwide, and led the field by a
10 per cent margin over the second place dealer.
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When It's Time For Portraits

CHILDREN

1.'40 DON'T MONKEY
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